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The use of a com�uter system to schedule students in a 
junior high school was the subject of this �acticulac f leld 
study. This process has only been used for one year at Xartin 
L. King Junior High School, and the administrAtive procedures 
surrounding this had not yet been spelled out, especially in 
specific terrns. lt was through observati.o:--1s and conferences 
with the princ1.r.>al, ad=ninistrative assistant, and.TIES (Total 
Informational Educ�tional Service) personnel, that l felt a 
need to look more closely into the scheduling process and de­
velo9 some guidellnes for the �1�inlstrator to follow. 
The creation of thls study was brought about �ainly 
through the desire3 of the ad::ninistrators and :nyself, to �nake 
thts task easier by clarifying the ?roces9 tn si�pler te��s. 
Schedul l.n3 by computer was new to the school, and �ver:yori� did 
not un<l"'r.<JtrJf't1J what was actually involved tn this somewhat 
ted1ous t�sk. . · · · , 
Admir1istrators must determine which roethod is mor.e hene-
f 1.ci.al in their school (:nanual or .com1,uter). To help them 
decide I have investlgdted and reported the advantages and 
disadvantages of co:nputer scheduling in this f leld study also. 
To aid the administrator with co�puter scheduitng the data­
procea&ing service has provided a manual. The manual was used 
periodically throughout this field study, but I studlad and 
reported each step as I witnessed it being carried out. 
Keeping ln mind that other administrators assigned to this 
-2-
task at King Junior Hieh might not be co�puter-orlented, l 
attempted to develop a ste�-by-step guldellne which will 
C8rry him/her fre>m the beBin:ning to end with mi.nlmum ciiffi.­
cutty. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Setting Up the Study 
Being a sixth year e ducational administration stu­
dent, I was give n the opportunity of being an intern at 
a place of my choice . So, for seve ral months I inve sti­
gated and thought about places that I would like to carry 
out this once-in-a-lifetime e xperience. Ce rtainly I had 
criteria which were used to determine which place would be 
most suitable, considering the aspe ct of administration that 
interested me most.  
My advisor, Dr . Donald Smitle y ,  and I met  e arly in  the 
semester to discuss the steps to follow in setting up the 
intern/field study. 
Martin L .  King Junior High School was chosen for se ­
veral reasons, one be ing the fact that the Principal , Mr . 
Wil liam Colbert is young and black which was a fact that I 
could ide ntify with . So after talking with Mr . Colbert and 
Mr. Samue l Rhone , Assistant Superinte nde nt of District #147, 
the general plan was set up . 
Mr. Colbert and I met to set the objective s ,  along 
with a time sche dule of my working days at King Junior High . 
Due to the fact that King is located 170 miled north of 
Charleston, a graduate assistantship, and a full load of clas­
ses at Eastern Illinois University, I was unable to partici­
pate as much as I would have liked, howe ver I would in fact 
1 
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get as much out the experience as I possibly could. 
My internship as M .  L .  King encomfassed the following 
activities: 
1 .  Observation of the student scheduling process (the 
major act1vities of the internship). 
2 .  Observation of general office routines. 
J. Observation of administrative procedures· in curri­
culum. 
4. Observation of pupil control and counseling pro­
grams. 
5. Observation of supervision of non-certified per­
sonnel. 
6. Observation of reporting processes. 
7.  Observation of community relations activities and 
techniques. 
After approximately four days at King I determined by 
careful observation that the scheduling process, was cer­
tainly complicated. I felt the need to examine the admini­
strative procedures surrounding this task because this is 
something new to the school and district. So the major part 
of the internship dealt with this subject. 
J 
APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT 
Student scheduling is a time consuming responsibili­
ty for an administrator still using manual sche'd uling pro­
cedures. It is a tedious task considering that increasing 
student population and enrollments are augmenting already 
complex administrative functions. 
The major task o·f this field study was to examine the 
administrative practices surrounding the scheduling task at 
M. L. King Junior High School in District #147 , Dixmoor, Illi­
nois. 
The approach used in this study was the gathering of 
all data necessary for computer scheduling and the determi­
nation of how it was utilized by the administrator in charge. 
Information gathered from TIES (Total Information Educational 
Systems) and Mr. Kenneth Carlson-Administrative Assistan� was 
utilized throughout the study. 
TIES is a data processing service in which student 
scheduling is a vital entity. The service provides per­
sonnel which are very knowledgeable about the scheduling 
process. This system significantly decreases the work load 
of the school administrator. By using the data from the 
above two sources, in addition to personal observation, 
directives from the prinicpal and faculty members, this study 
has been developed to state the exact procedures of this dif­
ficult task. 
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BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The 1978-79 school year was the first year M. L .  King 
Junior High attempted to schedule. via computer . A lthough 
By late August a final Master Schedule was constructed, 
there was reason to believe that , through adequate knowledge 
and pre paration,  this task could have be e n  completed by 
mid-June. 
In the past several persons in District #147 have be e n  
assigne d to task of scheduling the students at M. L. King 
Junior High. Now that the school was using the TIES syste m ,  
the task was assigne d to rlir. Ke nne·th Carlson-Administrative 
Assistant. So, primarity he maked 95% of the decisions 
concerning the schedule throughout the school year . This 
include d all responsibilitie s for change . 
To re duce some of the complexity involved in the ad­
ministrative proce dures ,  I felt this study would be valu­
able to o"therswho might be assigned similar duties. 
There were some scheduling difficulties at King when 
school ope ne d  in September 1978, but they were minim�.l . 
Prior to the 1978-79 school year, however, ther e  had bee n  
countless problems stemming from manual sche duling. There­
fore, the principal and the administrative staff adapte d 
TIES for the reasons listed be low . . 
1. 'The comput.er system accomplishe d the e ntire pro-
cess of student scheduling in a minimal period of time . 
2 .  Automated student sche duling permitte d administra­
tors to direct more attention to their fundamental 
5 
responsibilities. 
J .  Conflicts in individual schedules were spotted at 
electronic speeds , enabling timely correction and 
revision of student schedules and/or the master 
schedule. 
There were also significant benefits of an automated sche­
duling system to this District #147s 
1. Smoothe uncomplicated openi�g of the school year, 
in most cases. 
2 .  Optimum utilization of rooms and teachers. 
J. Evenly balanced classes . 
4 .  Resolution of s cheduling conflicts by adj usting 
the master schedules so that more students recei­
ved their requested courses. 
5. Liberation of professional time for guidance, plan­
ning, and teaching . 
6. A reduction of clerical workload and expenses. 
There are many approaches to flexible scheduling . The TIES 
program adapted by M. L .  King Jr. High is among these efforts 
to produce better schools be changing some aspects of rigid-
ity in school opration. 
�- . 
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CHAPTER I I  
LOGS 
During the first week of Spring semester 1978, Dr. Donald 
Smitley (my advisor and field study supervisor) and I talked 
about what the field study entailed. We discussed se veral 
aspects of the field study and what was e xpected of me . He 
let me know that i f  I had any contact persons in mind, that 
I could go ahe ad and contact the district. 
Fe bruary 5,_!_979 
I called the Assistant Superintendent for District #147 , Mr . 
Samue l Rhone, and conveyed my interest in doing a partial in­
ternship in Administration i n  the district. We set up an ap­
pointment for Thursday, February 8, 1979, at JiJO p. m . ,  at 
the district office at 155th and Hoyne Avenue. Harvey ,  Illi ­
nois. 
February 6, 1979 
Dr. Smitley was informed of my contact with the Assistant 
Superinte ndent. He informed me that I should have in mind 
some of the acti vities that I would like to be involved in. 
February 8, 1979 
I met with Mr. �hone and e xplained to him my i ntentions at 
this time. I also let him know that I would be perfectly 
willing to conduct any type of research study that the dis­
trict needed, and/or be willing to work on any problem or 
project that was presently needed. 
He the n sugge sted that Mr. William Colbert, Principal of 
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Martin L. King Junior High, be consulted about possible 
field study/internship involve ments. I then proceeded 
over to the school. 
�r. Colbert informed me of the programs and activities that 
were occurring in the school . I was very pleased and e n­
thused about the genuine concern he had for my welfare . He 
appeared to be very receptive to my needs and assured me 
that he would provide any guidance that I might need. 
We also discussed some of the many things that I might do,  
but he asked me to observe e very aspect of administration 
before electi ng major activities. We set up a time schedule 
and possible working days. The session ended with enthusiasm 
from bo�h par�ie�. 
February 15, 1979 
I observed all of the classrooms and met all of the teachers 
this morning. I was particularly interested i n  the way the 
classrooms were set up and how they were divided by subject 
area. The school was very small; it only took up about one ­
fourth the size of a city block. 
During thi.s. time I also talked with the teachers concerning 
the · types of teaching methods used and the content of the 
material being taught. 
The thing that was especially interesting was the hour that 
was spent in the teacher's  lounge . The lounge (which happens 
to be thP. only one in the school) is right next to the 
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principal's office. Of course, most of us know through 
personal experiences the kinds of things that could possibly 
go on in such a place. 
This particular day there had been a program that was spon­
sored by the sev�nth graders. One particular teacher had 
become quite upset at the outcomes stemming from a contest 
that was held between the students in the two different 
classrooms. Just as she was expressing her anger verbally,  
the principal walked inl The lounge then resembled a morgue, 
in that everyone who was listening to her was suddenly very 
astonished. Mr . Colbert asked her to come to his office 
during her free period. 
At three o'clock I asked Mr . Colbert what had taken place 
at their little meeting. I als� told him that if this was 
a· littl� to personal that I would understand. I informed 
him that I was only interested in how he handled staff dis­
agreements of this nature .  Also, being interested in admini­
stration as much as I am , I should know how these things are 
handled. 
Mr. Colbert told me that he had set up a meeting on the 16th 
(the next day) for the two teachers to communicate. He 
strongly felt that the misunderstanding took place because 
the general regulations regarding the contest between the 
students was not clarified . It  was also a fact that the same 
teacher1s students seemed to win each year. Apparently the 
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teacher in the lounge had become upset as a result of stor­
ing up all this resentment. 
This entire incident was very educational for me as a stu­
dent in administration. I was very glad that I could wit­
ness an experience of this nature firsthand. 
February 22, 1979 
Mrs. Mary Arnold , Assistant Principal, and I met and dis­
dussed how the di�ciplice problems were handled at King. 
She is also the chief discip+inarian for the school. She 
thoroughly took me through all of the forms that were used 
when a child has a behavioral problem and can no longer 
stay in the classroom (see Appendix V I I ) .  
This particular morning two students had been fighting in 
the hallways, and a teacher brought them to her. I asked 
her if I could sit in on the conference.  The two boys were 
still at each other's throats when they came in her office. 
At King there is a policy that firmly states that when you 
are involved in a fight, there is automatic suspension (no 
matter what the causes) . Mrs. Arnold did ask the boys why 
they were fighting, listeniPg, trying to make some sense 
out of what they were saying. 
Mrs. Arnold, at this time , pulled each child's folder to 
get their parents phone number. - She did not reach one of 
the boy' s parents, but she informed the other parent of the 
incident and asked her if sho was going to come pick up her 
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child or if she wanted him to come home on his own. Evi­
dently the parent was not that concerned , and told Mrs. 
Arnold to send him home. The other young man told Mrs. 
Arnold that his mother would be home aroung 12: 00 a. m. , 
so Mrs. Arnold asked him to sit out in the main office un� 
til she could reach his parent. 
We (Mrs. Arnold and I) then preceeded with our original 
conversation. I told her of the things I had observed the 
last time I was at King . At this time I informed her that 
I felt interested in the computer scheduling aspect be­
cause it seemed interesting and very challenging. Since 
Mr. Kenneth Carlson is responsible for this task , she cal­
led him in and we met. 
The periods were then changing and Mr . Carlson was on hall­
guard duty , so we walked and talked. He conveyed to me some 
very vital information that was utilized everyday that I 
was at King. He informed me that every morning he patrol­
led the hallways because kid3 j ust like to hang around. 
There was always trouble in the hallways, on the first and 
second floors. He generally had to personally escort a few 
studen·�� (who had a hard time getting started) to class in 
the mornings. Also during the day, the kids would wait 
until the last possible second before they went to class. 
I accompanied him and found myself doing the same thing . 
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I realized that it is so very important for an administra­
tor to establish a ·good · rapport with the students. Mr. 
Carlson was very warm and genuine with them, but still 
got·his point acrossl The students responded very well 
to him. He laughed and joked with a few of them, while 
he was introducing them to me. ·Most of the students who saw 
me with him were very curious about who I was. I found my­
self wanting them to accept me just as badly as they wanted 
me to accept them. S o ,  patrolling the halls became a re­
gular duty which I enj oyed very much. 
Mr . · Carlson and I discussed what was involved in the sche­
duling process. I looked over the various forms that must 
be ·comp·leted before the master schedule could be generated. 
So , it happened to be exactly at this moment that I made a 
definite decision to focus on these procedures surrounding 
computer scheduling. r· would also look at the operations 
and procedures used for student accounting purposes, since 
Mr. Carlson did this also. 
At around 2: 00 p . m. I went in to talk to Mr. Colbert. I 
told him the decisions I had made concerning my involve­
ments at King, and he told me that he would inform me of 
any administrative mee�ings that the superintendent might 
call on an emergency basis. 
We talked quite extensively, but when the bell rang I de­
cided that I would patrol the halls again and make sure 
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the students got on their buses in an orderly fashion. 
February 23, 1979 
I began the day in the hallways again, still meeting new 
s tudents, and talking with various staff members. There 
were high spirits in the school today, an<l judging· from the 
students and sta"ff, this resulted .from the· -boys baske·tball 
team being unbeaten. The team had won a game the evening 
before and everyone was quite happy. 
I continued to look over other information concerning sche­
duling . I contacted the Educational � nagement Systems 
(TIES), which is located at 1131 South Dee Road, Park Ridge, 
I llinois . I told them that I wanted to speak to the per­
son who was responsible for aiding King with the scheduling 
proc�ss. I spoke with Ms· Vicki Kellett and asked her if 
she could possibly send me any materials which could aid 
me in my field study. 
This afternoon ocr. Carlson and I went to the high school 
in the district to discuss with personnel there, some re­
sults of r.eading and math tests that King students had ta­
ken. This school in named Thornton High, and 85% of the 
students from King go there upon graduation . We discussed 
the results and in turn Thornton's personnel gave us a list 
of what would be expected of the students entering there in Sep­
tember . This was very interesting and Mr . Carlson had to 
relay these statistics back to Mr. Colbert for analysis . 
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March 8 ,  1979 
This morning Mr.  Colbert had a meeting over at the District 
office with the superintendent , to discuss the move which 
is to take place in September , 1979 . King will be moving 
to a new school, which is larger , as a result of a new 
school being built. We looked at the construction at the 
site and they discussed how everything was coming along . 
This was very informative because I was familiar with some 
of the language being spoken. Before enrolling in School 
Plant Planning , I would not have known anything about the 
building of a facilityl 
After returning to King I met with the counselor to in­
quire about her involvement in pupil personnel. She showed 
me how she set up her appointments to see students and how 
they were initially referred to her� The classroom teachers 
would inform her of students who were having problems , but 
she would always contact the parents and let them know what 
was happening . I f  the parents rejected the counseling pro­
cedures , then she would make it her duty to try to convince 
th&m_ that this was needed. In  most cases everything worked 
out for the betterment of the student. 
This afternoon I say in on a parental conference with Mrs. 
Arnold. This time the student was returning back to school 
after· three day suspension. Mrs. A rnold always follows this 
procedure when a student returns back to school. 
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March 9. 1979 
I went to the D istrict #147 office building , located at 
155th at Hoyne Avenue, to interview the Superintendent , 
Mr .. John B .  Sawyer . We discussed the following: 
1. His role in collective negotiation between the 
Board of Education and representatives of the 
teachers' organization .  
2 .  The procedures for preparation of the proposed 
district budget . 
J. The procedures for evaluation of the work of mem­
bers of the district's administrative staff. 
This was a fairly lengthy interview , and we discovered 
that he was my Modern World History teacher in high school! 
This came as an enlightening surprise , and this bit of in­
formation tended to lead to a more open and relaxed atmo­
sphere. 
I t�en interviewed to Assistant Superintendent , Mr.  Samuel 
Rhone. Below is a list of the topics we discussed: 
1. The recruitment and selection of teaching per­
sonnel for the school district. 
2 .  The program of teacher evaluation in the district . 
J .  The procedures used for interviewing candidates 
for teaching positions.  
After this he expressed concern about whether I was getting the 
types of experiences I had hoped for at King. · I informed 
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him that I was. but I could get a little more involved, 
if this was any way possible. He assured me that he would 
in fact speak with Mr. Colbert concerning other involvements. 
March 23. 1979 
For the entire day I worked at the District office with 
the maintenance staff. Mr. Love. who is in charge of main­
tenance and plant upkeep, gave me some valuable information. 
We went over how the school was constructed, planned , and 
financed. One of the assistants took me step-by-step through 
the blueprint of King Junior High. 
Mr . Colbert was over at the District office for a meet­
ing with Mr . Sawyer, to discuss some plumbing work that 
needed to be done . I t  seemed the toilet (girls) on the 
second floor had been flooding for two consecutive days. 
I sat in on this meeting . 
At this meeting I focused a lot on how the Superintendent 
and Mr . Colbert got along. They seemed to communicate o­
penly and honestly with each other . They both possessed a 
good sense of humor; which helped eliminate of lot of ten­
sion -that could possibly arise. 
April 5, 1979 
At 8100 a . m .  Mr. Carlson and I patrolled the hall once 
more. We helped the students move right along to class. 
He informed me that there was a meeting scheduled for 9100 
16 
a . m. to discuss the 8th grade trip. 
Mr.  Colbert, Mr . Carlson , Mrs . Petrovick , Mr.  Wayne , and 
myself met in the principal/s office . Mrs. Petrovick and 
Mr. Wayne are the eight grade sponsors and they could not a­
gree on where to take the students .  Also, some of the stu­
dents had been bad throughout the year , and it was sugges­
ted that they not be permitted to go. Everyone agreed to 
this decision but the problem was how were they to deter­
mine who these students were and who would be in charge of 
this. It was decided that Mrs . Petrovick would personally 
speak with each teacher to determine the students that 
would not go . 
tt was finally decided that the students would go to Great 
America. There are approximately 220 eight graders, and it 
would cost each one $6. 00 for the total expenses. 
Mrs. Gladys Kendricks (counselor) was holding a group ses­
sion with five students later this morning. These s�u­
dents had behavioral problems and had been referred to her 
by the teachers . She asked their permission for me to sit 
in on their session: they say it was alrigh t .  
This was quite an experience , because all of the students 
were quite verbal and seemed to be concerned with the other 
students' concerns. I irnrnediatley began to retrospect on the 
group sessions I held while working as a counselor at Unity 
17 
High School in Chicago , I began to compare the maturity 
levels of the students . For the most part, at Unity all 
of the counselees were young ladies, as opposed to this 
homogeneous_group at King. 
The students really were talking their problems out, and 
I attributed this to the expertis.e of the counselor.  I found 
out after the session that Mrs . Kendricks had a Ph . D  in 
Counseling Psychologyll 
This counseling method of pupil control seemed to be work­
ing well for King.  Mrs . A rnold, the chief disciplinarian at 
King , handles most o f  the discipline cases , so �he and Mrs . 
Kendricks work very closely together. 
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CHAPTER I I I  
BACKGROUND OF SCHEDULING AND THE USE OF THE CO�PUTER 
THE MASTER SCHEDULE 
A master schedule is an educational blueprint, hav-
ing the same relationship to the school program as an ar­
chitect's drawing has to the construction of a new building. 
Through the vehicle of the master schedule, school admini-
strators must make basic decisions concerning the alloca-
tion of limited resources , the utilization of staff, length 
of time segments (five, six, or ten-day cycles) , modes of 
instruction and course configurations. I t  may also , be 
viewed as a statement of the philosophy of the school/s 
adminis�rative personnel since they are ultimately respon-
sible for its formation . In short, the master schedule re-
fleets the extent of the thought, planning, theory, research, 
experience and. expertise of its builders. · This is best de­
scribed by Murphy (1964) who commented concerning the school 
scheduling scene as follows: 
Indeed, the importance of the master schedule can 
hardly be exaggerated . I t  abstracts, in words and 
numbers, the essence of the school. For a given 
school year , it sets forth in precise detail who 
is going to do what for every period o.f every day 
of the week . Subj ects, students, instructors, 
classrooms are all assigned . From the close study 
of a master scheduJe , a canny reader can learn 
much of a school: the programs it offers ; the con­
straint or freedom that affects students' choice 
of courses; the school's position on the spectrum 
that runs from ultra-conservative or radical; its 
siz e ,  resources, shape--even its philosophy . In 
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some schools, perhaps most schools , the sche­
dule dominates the students and teachers it is 
presumably designed to serve. In  a minority of 
schools ,  on the increase nowadays. the schedule 
reflects fresh efforts to enliven and individua­
lize education. 
TRADITIONAL SCHEDULING 
Perhaps 92% of all schedules reflect the traditional 
meeting pattern of classes in secondary schools , which ar-
ranges for �ix, seven,  or eight class periods daily. each 
a standard number of minutes in duration. meeting five days 
a week for the length of the school year. The foundation 
and educational justification for such a schedule reside 
primarily in the Carnegie Unit method of awarding credits 
for time spent in class, a method which was instituted in 
order to bring some accounting uniformity between schools 
in different .areas of the country. When first· introduced, 
it was directed at dealing with the .multitudinous course 
variations offered by independent school districts in the 
individual states. The objective of the attempt at cate-
gorizing and standardization was to make courses equivalent 
for college �ur�oses and for students who were moving be-
tween schools from one area to another. In  a sense , it 
can be considered a national school accounting system. 
Over the years schools have experimented with diffe-
rent sch�dules , using formats such as block schedules , 
floating periods , and rotating schedules. These devices 
att�mpt to deal with some of the ba3ic problems inherent 
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in the traditional schedule . In particular , the se weak­
nesses include monotony , limited program involvement,  over 
scheduling and structuring of students , rigid meeting pat­
terns unrelated to curriculum , and the general problem of 
arbitrary restrictions which the schedule forces on students . 
From a teacher/s perspe ctive , the traditional schedule block­
ed effective time for planning meetings individually with 
students, grouping of students , making professional deci­
sions about the use of time as a variable in determining 
the curriculum , and creatively involving the teacher in mas­
ter schedule planning. 
THE COMPUTER IMPACT 
The computer be gan to make an impact as an admini­
strative aid in the early 50's when IBM, GE and other com­
p uter companies entered the school scheduling field with 
programs to help beleaguered school administrators . Pri­
marily , the computers were programmed to load (fill� a tra­
di�ional schedule developed by the school administrator . 
The computer helped place students into the schedule . This 
was done by transposing the master schedule on punch cards 
and storing it into the · machine. Then each student/s 
course requests , also on cards , were run through and the 
students were loaded (scheduled) . Schedules with con­
flicts were rejected and were later programmed by hand. 
The first to use these ioading programs were the larger 
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metropolitan high schools with e nrollments in e xcess of 
2 , 000 pupils. 
Today most high schools use some form of computer 
loading program to he lp them sche dule . Although this is 
a great aid in helping administrators deal with the Her­
culean task of sche dule building , it doe s not deal with 
the basic question at hand--how to reorganize a school 
schedule to increase pupil-faculty options. Eve·n with the 
aid of the computer, as long as the ·Carnegie Unit with its 
basic tenet of equal time in all courses and a balance d 
schedule were the prime obje ctives in a school , the sche -
dule re maine d the key blocking e le ment in any attempt to 
change . 
Trump and Baynham (1961) in Focus on Change ; Guide 
to Better Schools stated: 
Every 50 to 55 minute the comparative quiet of 
today's schools is shattere d ,  A bell rings , stu­
dents burst into corridors, tramp to other class­
rooms, doors shut , the bell rings again , and a 
new class period begins . The bell is no re �pector 
of students' interest or te achers' plans. I t  
cares little of the e quipment in some classe s that 
takes ten minutes to store or that prese ntations 
in others must be interrupte d midway . Its sole 
function is to punctuate the day into six or se­
ve n exactly e qual pe riods of time. 
This book , which was authorize d  by the Commission on 
the Experimental Study of the· Utilization of the Staff in 
the Secondary Schools , has made a lasting impact on the 
reorganization of the nation1s schools. The authors laid 
the foundation for the major restructuring which is taking 
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place today. The so-calle d Trump Plan is synonymous with 
the reordering of the public school along line s that are 
more e conomical , e ducationally productive and humane . And , 
for the first time , e mphasis was given to the redesign of 
the school schedule to meet curricula needs base d on iden­
tifiable criteria. 
GENERATING THE MASTER SCHEDULE BY COMPUTER 
After that breakthrough the next step.was to actually 
generate the construction of a master sche dule by computer .  
Few people who have never had to deal with the realities 
of building a school master sche dule realize that it is 
really a difficult job, In fact, it is so time consuming 
that many schools rarely change their master schedulesr or 
make only minor adjustments in them at the end of each school 
year, because of the magnitude of the operation . I suppose 
the actual percentage of schools that start from scratch 
e ach year is rather small . 
Thus, the time was ripe when all over the United 
States, e xperimental work was taking place on the concept 
of generating a school master sche dule by computer. Robert 
Holtz at MIT began work on a syste m ,  first designe d to 
make the best use of that institution!s· re sources. The 
system was known as Generalized Acade mic Simulation Pro­
gram , more appropriately shortened to the acronymn , GASP. 
Initially in 196)-64, four Unite d States high schools 
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experimented with GASP schedules. 
At  the same time the Ford Foundation financed ano-
ther program at Stanford University, The program was known 
as Quad-S or 4-s . Bush , Allen and Vakford (f96J) com-
mented concerning these programs in this manner: 
With the advent of electronic data-processing 
procedures , the high spee d computers , the possi­
bility of developing a flexible high school sche­
dule, capable of providing an atmosphere where­
in educators can conceive of and implement edu­
cational alternatives to serve the educational 
needs of pupils ,  had become a reality. These 
machines have been used in a variety o·f complex 
industrial, governmental, and military applica­
tions... They mark a new industrial revolution-- ,  
freeing men from mental labors more prodigous 
than the physical labors eliminated by the power 
revolutions of the past two centuries . As a 
school schedule becomes more varied to provide 
for new levels of individualizations , the number 
of schedule alt�rnatives increases geometrically: 
what is an odious task under current practice , 
without mechanical assistance becomes an impossi­
ble task:. The magnitude is incredible--if an 80-
period week is used for 1,800 students , it would 
take a computer capable of a million operations 
a �econd , about twenty-five years to consider sy­
stematically all alternatives possible for a sin­
gle schedule. The use of computers , however , 
demands a mu·ch more thorough analysis of th� pro­
blems and decisions involved than has · been neces­
sary under more straightforward manual systems 
of scheduling. 
There were five original schools involved in the 4-S 
scheduling experiment. At  Marshall High School in Port­
land, Oregon, (one of the first schools) , Dr. Gaynor Petre­
quin, Principal , worked with his staff during the spring 
of 1962-63 on the foundations for their modular schedule. 
He wrote a book enti tle_d Individualized Learning Through 
Modular Flexible Programming. He, being one of the key 
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figures in early school computer scheduling, relatedi 
It would be physically impossible to manually 
prepare a master program with the complexity 
of  the design used a� Marshall or to assign 
the entire student body by hand to individual 
class sections; therefore, this continues to 
be performed at Stanford using the IBM-1790 
computer . Although the computer is necessary 
to generate the master schedule and load stu­
dents into the schedule, it is necessary later 
to make some manual adjustments for certain in­
dividual students and to hand schedule students 
new to the school or district. 
Surprisingly enough, Dr. Petrequin a pioneer in flexible 
scheduling , changed his mind about computer scheduling a-
bout five years later . 
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CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ADMINISTRATOR AND TIES 
The school administrator has specific duties that 
must be pe rforme d in a substantial orde r to provide for 
compute r scheduling. These procedures can be placed on 
a scheduling time table so that each step is carrie d out 
be fore preceeding to the next step. The pe rsonne l that 
has been assigned to King from the data processing service 
TIES, also has certain responsibilities. 
One the next pages these steps are outlined. The ad-
ministrator will nee d  to date each step upon completion. 
The steps fall within three categories ;  course requests , 
maste r sche dule and scheduling. 
COURSE REQUESTS 
ADMINISTRATOR'S RESPONSIBI LITY 
A, Attend training session. 
B. Dete rmine course offering numbering system. 
c. Dete rmine standard course numbers and complete 
input form. 
D. S ubmit above to TIES with copy of time table and 
seeks course request cards. 
TIES PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITY 
E.  P roduce s computer-printe d course request cards. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
TIES 
F. Registers students and completed course request 
Cards. 
G. Submits cards and course offering list to TIES 
for keypunching. 
H.  Keypunche r input and produce s activity request 
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maintenance list, tally, conflict matrix and 
course lists. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
TIES 
·I .  Corrects tally errors. 
J. D etermines courses that do not make and removes 
requests by deletion. Uses course list to deter­
mine which students require course changes. 
K. Adds new course changes on activity request main­
tenance list. Also adds new students. 
L.· Submits maintenance list to operator to input 
updates. 
M. When updates are completed , submits course offering 
list (with any corrections) and common adds and 
deleted to TIES. 
N.  Produces new activity request maintenance list, 
new tally and conflict matrix . 
MASTER SCHEDULE 
ADMINISTRATO R 
TIES 
A.  May or may not attend master scheduling training 
session. 
B. Use .tally and conflict matrix to build master 
schedule. 
c. Complete master schedule input forms and submits 
to TIES for keypunch. 
D .  Keypunches input and produces master schedule 
maintenance list , room use report and teacher 
loading report. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
TIES 
E .  P roofs master schedule. Uses room use and teacher 
loading reports to spot erroneous assignments. 
F. Submits corrected master schedule maintenance list 
and activity request maintenance list to CRT {Ca­
thode Ray Tube) ope rator to update. 
G. When updates completed, requests schedule run 
from TIES. 
· SCHEDULING 
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A .  Pe rforms e dit of maste r sche dule v. s activity 
requests. Calls school to resolve any proble ms. 
B. Does first (ove rload) sche dule run. 
c .  Produce s activity request mainte nance list showing 
class loading and student conflict lists. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
TIES 
D .  Uses above reports to make adjustments to master 
schedule (ove rloads , e tc) . 
E. Re solves conflicts by changing course pe riods or 
student's individual requests. Adds new stude nts . 
F. Submits mainte nance to CRT operator. 
G .  When update s complete d ,  requests 2nd sche dule run 
from TIES. 
H .  Pe rforms 
quests. 
I .  Does 2nd 
J. Produce s 
e dit of maste r schedule v . s  activity re­
calls school to resolve any proble ms. 
(non-overload) run . 
same output reports as indicate d for 1st 
ADMINISTRATOR 
TIES 
K. If run was low pe rcentage , returns to ite m 'D' a­
bove and requests Jrd run at ite m 'G ' .  
L .  If run was high perce ntage , requests pre liminary 
class and/or programs. 
M .  Produces pre liminary class lists and/or programs. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
N .  Use s above output to adjust class balance and/or 
sex  balance where necessary. 
run. 
o. 
P .  
Resolves student conflicts, adds new stude nts, e tc .  
Submits mainte nance to CRT operator. 
TIES 
Q. 
R .  
When updates completed, requests reschedule (par­
tial run) . 
Produces final run and mainte nance lists , room 
use , and teacher load reports , good programs and 
teacher class lists for ope ning school. 
The administrator and personne l from TIES will nee d  
to set up a time table of the proce sses presented above . 
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CHAPTER V 
STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS USED AT MARTIN L .  KING JR. HIGH 
1st Step 
The very first step done by the administrator is the 
establishment of a 4-digit number for each course. The 
administrator must do this prior to course selection, be-
cause there will be no other title or identification . So 
this system must be designed in a meaningful fashion which 
will clearly identify the students' requests.  
Mr. Carlson has designed the numbering system in a 
fashion which is adequate. Below, the courses have been 
listed by a four digit number. This number is explained 
at the end of the list. 
0001 STAY HOME (LATE ARRIVAL) 
0009 GO HO�.E (EARLY DISMISSAL) 
1160 Reading I 
1260 Reading II  
1206 6th Grade Basic Englist 
1207 7th Grade Basic English 
1208 8th Grade Basic English 
1306 6th Grade Language-Arts 
1307 7th Grade Language Arts 
1308 8th Grade Language Arts 
1370 Speech and Drama I 
1470 Speech and Drama II  
1408 American Literature and Creative Writing 
1480 French 
1500 Journalism 
2306 6th Grade Social Studies 
2307 7th Grade Social Studies 
2308 8th Grade Social Studies 
2390 Careers and Consumer Education 
3306 6th Grade Math 
3307 7th Grade Math 
3308 8th Grade Math 
3406 6th Grade Advanced Math 
J407 7th Grade Advanced Math 
J408 8th Grade Advanced Math 
3508 8th Grade Special Math 
4306 6th Grade Science 
4307 7th Grade Scienc·e 
4308 8th Grade Science 
5320 General Music 
5520 Choir 
5230 Beginning Band 
5430 Concert Band 
5530 Jazz Band 
5310 Art I 
5410 Art I I  
6J40 Home Art I 
6448 Home Art II 
6450 I ndustrial Art I 
6458 Industrial Art I I  
7306 6th Grade Physical 
7307 7th Grade Physical 
7308 8th Grade Physical 
7500 Dance 
8000 Lunch 
9000 Study Hall 
Explanation: 
Education 
Education 
Education 
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The activity numbers are assigned using the follow­
ing code: 
1st digit: General Subject Area 
2nd digit: Ability Level 
Jrd digit: Special Area 
4th digit: Grade Level 
1st digit 
1. Language Arts 
2. Social Studies 
J. Math 
4. Science 
5. Fine Arts 
6. Technical Arts 
7. Physical Education 
8. Lunch 
9. 
o. 
2nd.digit 
O. No Designation 
1. Remedial 
2. Basic 
J. I ntermediate 
4. Advanced 
5. Special 
Jrd digit 
o. No Designation 
1 .  Art 
2. Music 
J. Band 
4 .  Home Arts 
5 .  I ndustrial A rts 
6. Reading 
7 .  Drama 
8. French 
9 .  Care e r  
2nd Ste p 
JO 
4th digit 
o. No Designation 
6. 6th Grade 
7 .  7th Grade 
8. 8th Grade 
After the course numbers have been established, Mr . 
Carlson e nters the student ' s  course request number on the 
course request cards . He must also complete the other 
fields on the course request forms as follows . 
1. TIES Student Number- a six digit unique number 
assigned by TIES. Computer printed course requests 
show each student ' s  number. Manually-prepared forms 
should not be submitte d to TIES until a student num-
ber has bee n  received by King , through the district 
coordinator. 
2. Priority- a one digit number assigned by Mr. Carl­
son or may be left blank � 
J• School District Number- a four digit number which 
identifies the school district , (Kings' number 
would l ook like this-0147) . 
4. Present S chool Number- a three digit number as­
signed by TIES which identifies the school the stu-
dent is presently atte nding . This number is cri­
tical as it its use d to transfer the student 's master 
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record from his present school to your school 
during the summer . 
For newly registered students who have not pre-
viously attended in the district , the masters will 
be entered in District #147 and King so the pre-
sent school number will be the same number where 
the masters are on file . 
5. Scheduling School Number- a three digit number as­
signed by TIES which identifies the school in which 
the student is to be scheduled . This is normally 
the present school number. 
6. Course Numbers- must be four digit numbers iden­
tifying the courses in the scho o l .  Mr. Carlson 
must remember that : 
1) Only one course number per line should be 
written on this form. 
( For students who have more than 12 course 
request numbers , a blank card is stapled 
to the back o f  the printed card and the 
additional numbers are listed on it) . 
2) Each course in�o which a students is sche­
duled must have a unique number . 
( I f  he is to have two study halls, he must 
be given two separate study hall numbers) . 
This is important because the program will drop any du­
plicate numbers , and only one will appear on the Request 
Maintenance List . 
Before completing course request forms, administrators 
should consider Priority. Mr . Carlson may designate a 
one, two, or three priority for any student. All students 
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in a school with a '!� priority will be sche duled first, the n 
those with�2' priority, those with 'J� priority, and final-
ly students with no priority indicate d, At this time 
Demand S cheduling would also be conside red. Mr. Carlson 
may indicate now on the course request form the e xact ses­
sion of a course into which he wants a student scheduled. 
All is nece ssary is that he indicate the session number 
imme diately following the course number. 
Common Course Numbers can also be given. This can 
simplify the schedule process a little. You see, for e x­
ample all se venth graders could be given a common course 
number 1701- which is a block numbe r for English, �ath, 
and So� ial Studies. 
The skillful! administrator will use priority sche ­
duling , demand scheduling, and common course numbe rs in 
any way which will aid in the de ve lopme nt of a workable 
schedule . Mr. Carlson the n submits the course request 
cards along with a course offe ring list- to TIES for Key­
punching and processing. (Examples: Refer to Appendix I ) .  
)rd Step 
With this information TIES starts to produce King ' s  
Scheduling File. The Scheduling File contains the fol­
lowing information: 
1' ) .  Course requests for e ach student. 
2) . Master schedule containing course , code -se ating , 
capacity, te ache r de scription , name , teacher 
numbe r ,  period, and room. 
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After the scheduling file is started , TIES p roduces 
a tally, conflict matrix , course lists and ,  student re­
quests matrix lists. A tally is a graph which indicates 
the number of students by grade and by sex who requested 
each course. This report helps the administrator deter­
mine how many sections of a course will be necessary to 
accommodate the number of students who requested it . 
Next the matrix is generated, which is a graph that in­
dicates the number of students who have elected any com­
bination of two courses . The administrator will use this 
to try to avoid conflicts in building the master schedule . 
Simultaneously ,  course lists are produced. These 
list the names of all students who signed up for a course. 
They are useful for determining eligibility of students 
for a particular course ; determining which students must 
elect another course when a particular course does not 
' make' , etc. 
Also , in addition to the tally , matrix , and course 
lists , an activity request maintenance list is formulated 
at this point. In the simplest··language possible,  this 
is a· l isting alphabetically by grade of all your students 
wi�h their course request numbers printed. This list will 
be uses for maintenance purposes during the scheduling 
process . (Examples: Refer to Appendix II) . 
4th Step 
The school administrator would then use the four 
above reports ( tally, conflict matrix, course lists, and 
student request maintenance list) to build the student's 
Master Schedule . A fter this is completed, the Master Sche ­
dule i s  submitted to TIES for keypunchi ng. 
TIES personnel will then add the Maste r Sche dule to 
Kings · Scheduling File and print a Master Schedule Main­
tenance List . � Examples: Refer to Appendix III).  
This step is basically the last for the administrator 
except for the complex task of editing 
5th Step 
TIES Personnel will the n e dit the students ' course 
requests against the Master Schedule. The Sche duling In­
put Edit lists e rrors found when students ' requests are 
edited. Also listed are period conflicts between activi­
ties within a block. All errors pe rtaining to the master 
schedule must be corrected prior to the schedule run. 
I f  any student has an invalid c�urse request numbe r ,  
thea this student will be re jecte d. There is one impor­
tant fact to· remember at this time ; TIES computer service 
will continue to schedule if the· administrator/school has 
less than ten (10) rej ects/invalid numbers. I f  this i s  
the case, and the administrator has less than te n ( 10 ) ,  
it- i s  his/her responsibi lity to correct this upon com­
pletion. TIES then sche dule s the student by course re­
quest numbers into the master schedule activity sessions . 
During this e diting process a list i s  generate d by the 
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computer which has all of the activity sessions with in­
sufficient seats . This lists the activities where you will 
be short of seats when all your students are scheduled. 
When the difference is significant, the seats should be 
raised or new sessions added before a schedule run . There 
is one other printout pointed poior to a schedule run, 
which lists the School Scheduling Specifications. This is 
used specifically as input for your scheduling run . Also 
listed are assigned alternates and common adds and deletes 
which were applied . Below is a sample of how School Sche­
duling Specification might be set up: 
SCHOOL SCHEDULING SPECIFICATIONS 
District #147 School M . L .  King Junior High_ 
NUrvIBER OF SEMESTERS BEING SCHEDULED . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .  2 
SEMESTER BALANCING- YES OR NO • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •  YES 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULING TRIES IN THOUSANDS . . . . . . . . • • • . . •  OJO 
FILL IN STUDY HALL- YES OR No .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • .  YES 
NUMBER OF PERIODS PER DAY . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • •  07 
DAYS CYCLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  05 
OVERLOAD PASS- YES OR NO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  NO 
So, there are three printouts printed prior to · a  sche­
dule run . ( Example: Refer to Appendix IV) . 
6th Step 
Thi s prior final step consists of work done by TIES 
personnel. Students preliminary schedules , students 
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conflict lists, room load and teacher load reports are 
produced now by the data-processing service (TIES) .  
Let' s first examine the student conflict lis t .  This 
is a conflict list for a student whose schedule is irre­
solvable. The students' request with descriptions and 
periods offered are in ascending order by number of ses­
sions whown on the master schedule. An asterisk following 
a particular session number indicates no seats are availa­
ble. 
Activities within a block follow each block activity 
session and are printed near the middle of the page . The 
administrator must be sure to watch semester codes as he/ 
she uses these lists to check out and resolve conflicts . 
(Examples : R efer to Appendix yl ) .  
Now turning to the Room Utilization Summary, this 
report may be used to spot errors on your master schedule 
when it is first printed . The adminstrator may find other 
use� after King School is scheduled. Certainly there are 
adminstrative uses for such a summary in any school. 
This report is in room number order--with alpha rooms 
first (AUD, CAFE, etc. ) ,  and then the numeric room numbers. 
There is in fact a seperate page for each semester code. 
The matrix lists all the periods of the day down the left 
side and across the top are days Monday thru Friday . 
The first line for a period with day shows the course 
number and session and the name of the teacher assigned 
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to the room. The second line shows �seats o riginate d /  and 
'seats� assigne d { 28/ _ _ O) and the instructor ,  numbe r ,  
with BLK me aning blank . Following a sche duling run , the 
report will show in the 0 area the exact number of  
students assigned to the session mee ting in this room. 
On the Room Utilization the administrator can spot 
room errors more readily than others. For example, Appendix 
v2 reveals that there are two sessions of  course 0780 meet­
ing in room ' GAR ' first period. This indicate s there may 
be an e rror on the master schedule s .  
The administrator then examines the Teacher Load sum-
mary. A s  with the Room Utilization Summary, this report 
may be used to spot e rrors and be use d for other admini-
strative purposes if nee de d .  
I n  e ssence, the report is in teacher number order 
with a separate page for each semeste r code . The conflict 
mat�ix lists the pe riods of  the day down the left side and 
across the top are days Monday thru Friday. So , in many 
ways the Room Utilization Summary and Te ache r Load Summary 
look alike . 
Looking furthe r at the Teacher Load Summary { Appendix 
vJ) ,  during period one on Monday in the example, the teache r 
has course number 1 243-01 , the title is Applie d Literature 
in room 0329. Below the course number is: 32/ _ O. This 
shows the seats originated for this session , 32, and O stu­
dents assigned to the se ssion . Following a scheduling run, 
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the report will show in the _ _  O area, the e xact number 
of students who have been assigne d to the session. 
Activities meeting more than one period (mod) will 
print accordingly, there fore a blank period should indi-
cate clearly that the teacher has no class that period. 
Where a teacher has more than one assignment for a parti­
cular period , the administrator must dete rmine if this is 
the intent. I f  not, check the activity on the master sche­
dule printout to find the e rror. It  may be the teacher 
number, semester codes or period of the day is incorrect. 
7th Step 
At King Junior High when the pe rsonnel from TIES tran­
fers students � masters to the scheduling school and produce s 
the stude nts / programs and teacher class list, the process 
is basically over. The class list has the first, last i  
and middle initial (if any) of the -students , their student 
number, grade, sex, te acher ,  class, se ction, · room , seme-
ste r ,  school, school numbe r, and date on it:,. (see Appendix v4) • 
· I n  a ddition to the above steps, the administrator must 
be knowledgeable of the proper proce dures used to make any 
ne cessary mai ntenance changes. These change s can include 
any number of problems which will have to be handled cor­
re c�ly� Below is a sample list of the se (bound to happe n) 
problems : 
1 .  Add new stude nts to the sche duling file. 
2 .  Delete stude nts. 
J .  Update a student 's requests. 
4 .  Rescheduling updates. 
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5. Add, delete, or update a line for an activity 
session that is already on the master schedule 
file. 
6 .  Update a school's master schedule . 
7 .  Add, delete , or update a line for a fill in 
study that is already on the master schedule file. 
8 .  School may have students course requests which 
exceed the number of lines on Tran 710 form. 
There are specific steps that the administrator must take.  
Therefore , TIES personnel has furnished King Junior High 
with a manual for computer scheduling via TIES, which in-
dicates precisely what to do . It  is vital that the admini­
strator read before tackling any of the problems above. A 
wise administrator will read extensively on the subject be­
fore taking any initial · step anyway . For the format used 
to correct any or all of the problems mentioned in the pre­
ceding paragraph , the administrator would cherish the data 
provided for correction purposes, (see Appendix VI) . 
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CHAPTER VI  
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Computer scheduling can have positive or negative 
effects ,  depending on the needs of the school and how it 
is utilized . An administrator can determine this by look-
ing at several measuring criteria. The teacher for exam-
ple, will have varying feelings and opinions, these stem­
ming from how the schedule (flexible) affects them per­
sonally. 
Manlove and Beggs ( 1968 ) summarized the advantages 
and disadvantages of computer scheduling as given by the 
educators in a thirty-three school survey , for which the 
flexible schedule had been used. The authors charted the 
outcome as indicated: 
Advantaged for Teachers 
1 .  Provides a means for pacing 
the instructor to an �ndivi­
dual student s needs. 
2. Allows teachers to make de­
cisions about the length 
and frequency of learning 
activities . 
3. Gives te achers time to work 
with small groups and , indi­
viduals . 
4. Takes unnecessary repetition 
out of the teacher s day . 
5 .  Places increased responsibi­
lity on students for learn­
ing. 
Disadvantages for Teachers 
1. Danger of not giving e­
nough time to one pro­
ject. 
2. Requires more time and 
cooperation effort of 
teachers in making the 
schedule. 
J. Possibility of too lit­
tle identification of a 
student with his teachers . 
4 .  Is difficult to schedule. 
5 .  Requires teachers to 
change their teaching 
patterns. 
6 .  Provides one opportunity to 
use resource experts for a 
large group of students in an 
economical way for the re­
source person. 
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6 .  I s  not understood by 
the public or even by 
all teachers . 
I n  reaction to Manlove and Beggs , I feel that the 
administrators and teachers must decide if this change is 
going to take place at one given time or little by little . 
This would certainly have an effect on the opinions con-
cerning the issue. 
Another vital point is the fact that if teachers do 
see disadvantages in flexible scheduling, in most cases the 
advantages will be even more significant! Teachers in their 
early career years will be more readily accept change , so  
maybe they could possibly promote an enthusiastic feeling 
throughout the entire school. 
In analyzing computer scheduling , the wisest persons 
will actually weigh the hand method versus the machine me-
I 
thod . The actual steps involved in constructing the master 
schedule of the flexible schedule can be done by either ma­
chine or hand . Manlove and Beggs ( 1 968) felt that there 
may be merit for a principal to do the j ob of constructing 
a master . schedule b y  hand before using data-processing ma-
chines . The hand method ·gives the administrator a full un­
derstanding of the scheduling process .  The student of school 
administration will profit from an analysis of the hand me­
thod of scheduling for the same reason. 
The administrator must be able to solve any problems 
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resulting from hand or machine methods of scheduling . 
Swaab (1974) listed the major drawbacks to computer sche­
duling programs experienced by many schools which include: 
1) �ost- A minimum charge using the Quad-S Program is 
$4, 600 for a school of 1, 000 students. Thereafter, 
the fee goes up on a sliding scale . 
2) Large Number of Conflicts- The computer will not 
schedule students with any conflicts. Sixty to se­
venty percent conflicts is not unusuai . These must 
be resolved after the last computer run, near the 
middle of August. 
J) Problems of Restrictions- Restrictions in scheduling 
limit the computer ' s  ability to generate a schedule. 
Since restrictions in a computer program are either­
or propositions, a large number of options for the 
scheduler are eliminated . 
4) Teacher Program- It is difficult to distribute tea­
cher schedules in early May or June with a computer­
run program . Union or teacher representative groups 
might dictate that concrete schedules are completed 
before these late dates . 
5) Significant Errors- A significant scheduling error 
or omission can be disastrous in a computer-prepared 
schedule. 
6)  Decreased Flexibility- Building a schedule must be 
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considered a master arrangement of compromise. I t  
i s  the interrelationship of literally thousands of 
computations and permutations in class scheduling , 
the allocation of human and fixed resources and a 
major political document for the school community. 
Although it is sometimes suggested that moving to a 
computer will neutralize these elements , it may also 
move a memorable senior faculty member to five dif-
ferent rooms on three different floors. 
7) Student Program Decisions- Snap decisions about stu­
dent programming and arbitrary course assignments 
are often forced on a school when the computer-gen­
erated schedule arrives back at the school. It is 
difficult to individuali ze schedules only three waeks 
before school opens . 
In  addition to Swaabs' opinion , there are numerous other 
opinions regarding which is the better scheduling procedure 
(computer or traditional) . According to Manlove and Beggs 
(1965) it is pointed out that: 
E ducators who are exposed to flexible scheduling 
for the first time often ask if research studies 
have concluded that it is better than a tradition­
al s chedule. The answer , of course , is no . Re­
search has not j udged a flexible schedule better 
than a traditional schedule. Similarily , no re­
search has or can answer the questions of whet­
her a fifty-minute period is better than a 60 
minute one. The schedule a school uses is only 
one factor--only one variable--in any significant 
evaluation of a school program. 
So ,  as I stated previously , each administrator must 
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decide which is better . Hand scheduling allows school 
districts considerable sayings is dollars, not to mention 
the time of personnel. Hand schedules can backtrack and 
reschedule students into other sections when necessary. 
This cannot be done by a computer. Teachers can also re­
ceive their sche�ules by mid-�ay or early June . One other 
important feature of hand schedules is the fact that any 
conflicts can be worked out individually with the student 
any time during the summer. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 .  At King Junior High there should be at least one other 
individual knowledgeable of the entire scheduling process .  
Hav ing only one individual in the school who ·knows how to 
handle this task could create serious problems if he can­
not be reached when needed . I was informed that the Super­
intendent is very competent in this area , but he is not 
always at Kin g .  I recommend that this person be on staff 
at King along with Mr.  Kenneth Carlson . 
2. I t  is also recommended that a scheduling clinic be pro­
vided. This clinic would certainly serve a worthwhile pur­
pose. The clinic would be a reference center for the staff 
and parents. Some parents may want to become more involved 
in the scheduling process, as it does pertain to their child. 
In the clinic Mr.  Carlson or another qualified individual, 
would talk with any student or parent, concerning any con­
flicts or changes desired. Although King would be interested 
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in any concerns, this certainly would not mean that all 
requests for all changes will be granted . 
-I do feel that when the ·lines o f  communication are o pe n ,  
more persona are satif ied and feel like that are a part 
o f  the tntal operation . This feeling is important for 
parents . 
-All of the materials used for scheduling will be kept in 
the clinic, and whoever is responsible for scheduling will 
have o ffice space available here. 
-King Junior High will be moving to another location for 
the 79-80 school year , and will be getting an additional 
400 students . So , providing a clinic of this nature would 
keep King moving in the right direction .  
-I f Mr . Carlson remains the sole person respons ible for the 
task of scheduling, then he should set aside a specific 
time of the day for talking to staff, parents, etc. ,  con­
cerning schedule s. 
J .  It is further recommended that Mr . Carlson and the 
data-processing service (TIES) solve the problem of class 
imbalances of the master schedules. 
-As found on the Master Schedule for the 78-79 school year 
1 st and 9th periods are the smallest periods in number , with 
2nd through 8th being the large st. There are ' no double peri­
ods 1 st and 9th , but there is probably something that can be 
done. More students with single classes could start 1 st pe­
riod. The computer would have to be fed this information 
before some changes can be made. 
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4 .  Also recommended is continued review or review by the 
school�s staff of total course offerings to ensure that 
the total program is meeting needs of all students. 
5. King students also need increased pupil contact time 
with the guidance counselor. Unscheduled pupil and coun-
selor time allows a rare opportunity to try innovative 
counseling. 
6 .  I have always been concerned with idle time, so the 
staff at King could improve the procedures for structuring 
the unscheduled time of those few students who are unable 
to use this time effectively. 
7 .  The administrator who does handle computer scheduling 
via TIES-data processing service should follow the brief 
outline below: 
a .  The school administrator enters the student"'s course 
request numbers on the course request cards . 
b .  The school administrator submits the course request cards 
along with a course offering list to TIES for key­
punching and processing . 
c .  The school administrator uses the tally, conflict 
matrix, course lists, and student request maintenance 
list, to build the Master Schedule . 
d .  The school administrator submits the Master Schedule to 
TIES for keypunching . 
e. The school administrator corrects any edit errors. 
f. Finally, the school administrator checks the teacher 
class lists and course request cards for correction . 
Hopefully this field study of computer-scheduling will 
aid the present administrator at King Junior High or any 
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o ther administrator with the task o f  scheduling at the 
school.  
This e xperience at King Junior High is one in which 
I will always cherish .  I wish I could have become· more 
involved, but time did not permit me to. I did in fact 
utilize the time I had in acquainting myself with the over­
all administrative processes at Martin L .  King Junior High 
School.  
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TIES COURSE OFFERING LIST 
/\; n� ,j " ·  8 l�jh 
SCHOOL NAME 
SCHOOL ADMI:HSTRATOR SIGNATURE 
9 2 3  2 7  l 28 
M I 
T C 
COURSE NAME COURSE NO : X L 
I 3 1  
MAX STUS 
-----------1-- - ----+-----1 
.S.t.ay_ Hu.ro e .. _lt_g t_e_A..r:c_iyaJ. ) O.QQ_l _ _  
Go Home ( Early Di sm i ssal: 0009 
Reading I 
Rea ding I I  
Basic Lang. Arts ( 6 thGr) 
Basic Lang A rts ( ? th )  
Ba sic Lag A rt s  ( 8th ) 
Lang A rts ( 6 th) 
Lang A rts ( 7 th) 
Lang arts (8th) 
Sp e ech/Drarna I 
- -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Sp eech/Drama I I  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ameri can Literature 
French 
Journal i sm 
Social Stu d i e s  ( 6 th Gr) 
1 1 60 
1 260 
1206 
1 207 
1 208 
1 306 
1 307 
1 308 
1370 
1470 
1408 
1480 
1 508 
- - - - i 
2306 I 
Social Studi e s  ( 7 th )  2307 
Social Studies ( 8th) 2308 
Math ( . 6th) j - - - - - -- -'·---
EXPLANATION : 
. 3306 ! 
-- -- -- - I 
- I 
- l 
- j 
MTX = Include this course number in the potential conflict 
ma trix run. Check ../ t hose t o  be in c l uded . 
C . L .  = Print a l i s t  of students requesting this course numb e r .  
(Course L i s t )  Check ../ those t o  b e  p r i n t e d .  
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L 
1 
1205 
2 
SCL 
- - -
6 . 
TIES COURSE OFFERING LIST 
King Junior High 
SCHOOL NAME 
--- ---· 
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SCHOOL ADMJ;HSTRATOR S IGNATURE 
9 2 3  2 7  i 28 
COURSE NAME COURS E NO � I �----- ----1-- -�---1-- � I 
Math 0th) 3307 
Math ( 8 th )  3308 
A dvanced Math ( 6 th) 3406 
A dvanc e d  Math ( 7 th) )407 
A dvanced Math ( 8 t h )  3408 
Pre-Al gebra ( 8 t h )  3508 
Sc i ence ( 6th) 4306 
Sci ence ( 7 th )  4307 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sc i enc e ( 8 th) 4308 
General Music 5320 
Choir 5520 
Beginning Band 5230 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
concert Band 5430 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Jazz Band 5530 
A r t  _I 
Art II  
Home A rt I 
Home A rt I I  
I lnd . A rt I 
j - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5310 
541 0 
6340 
-- - -- -
6448 
6450 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
- I . 
I 
- I 
c 
L 
I 3 1  
MAX STIJS 
1._ _  _ _ _ _ _ . __ ......_ ____ ...__  ___. __ _... ___ __, 
EXPLANATION: 
MTX = Include this course number in the potential conflict 
matrix run. Check .../ those to be included. 
C . L .  = Print a list of s t udents requesting this course numb e r .  
(Course Lis t )  Check '-' those t o  be printed . 
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SCHOOL NAME 
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SCHOOL ADM LaSTRATOR S IGNATURE 
--=-9---- -
--- ------2-3 ·---:--2 1--,--1 2 a­
M i T J_ C  
COURSE NAME COURSE NO ·--�·-----+-� 
Phys . Ed . ( 6th)  7 J06 
- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - ·-
Phys Ed.  \- 7 t h )  
- -- - - - -·- - -- - - - ·- - -
7307 
Phys . Ed.  ( 8 th )  7 308 - - - - - ·- -- - - - - - - -
Dance 7500 
Lunch 8000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Study Hall 9000 
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
- - - - -- - - ·- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ·-
- -· -- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -· - - ··- - - - - - - - -
- - - -- - - - -- - - - - -· -
-- - - - - -- - - - - - --- - -
' 
- - - - -- - - - - - - -· - -' ·---
EXPLANATION: 
X L 
I 
I 
I I l I 
I 
I 
I 
I 3 1 
MAX STUS 
MTX = Include t h i s  course numbe r i n  t he potential con f l i c t  
ma t r i x  run . Check ../ those t o  b e  included. 
C . L .  = Print a l i s t  o f  students requesting this course numb e r .  
(Course L i s t )  Che ck 'ii those to be printe d .  
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SCL 
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TIES COURSE OFFERING LIST 
SCHOOL NAME 
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR SIGNATURE 
2 3  21  2 a  I 3 1  M 
T C 
51 
COURSE NAME COURSE NO x L MAX STUS 
- - - - - - · - - - - - - - -
EXPLANATION: 
MTX = Include this course number in the potential conflict 
matrix run . Check ../ those to be included .  
C . L .  = Print a list o f  students requesting this course number. 
(Course List) Check V' those to be printed. 
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s T u D 
E N T 
D A T A 
s c H 0 0 L 
D A T A 
T I E S  C O U R S E  R E Q U E S T  FORM 
NUMBER · 
NAME · 
LAST 
ADDRESS · 
PHONE MO. · 
SCHOOL DIST. NO. 
SCHOOL · 
PRESENT SCHOOL NUMBER • 
SCHEDULING SCHOOL NUMBER • 
GRADE NEXT YEAR: • 
HOME ROOM · 
SEX · 
FIRST 
PRIORITY 
PARENT"S APPROVAL 
5 2  
COURSES REQUESTED 
NO COURSE NO. COURSE NAME 
INIT. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12  ' 
t 
G 
1 DISTRICT _ - - - /,, SCHOOL - - -
BLOCK �CTIVITY ASSIGNMENT 
THESE ACTIVITY/SESSIONS WILL BE THE COMBINATION OF THE FOLLOWING. ACTIVITY/SESSIONS: 
</ 13 I </. . , 3 . .l t ACTIVITY SESSION ACTIVITY SESSION · f ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
---IS 
1 · - - --- -- 2.1 
2 -
-
- --
- 41-. 
3 
-
- - -3 3-
!!... - - - -·39 
5 - - - -- !{� 
6 _ _  ..,., .... 
SJ 
7 -- - -- -
--
. 7 
ACrI'/IT'f 
ACTIVITY 
IS -
-
-
--
2.' 
.._ _ __ __  
i1 
- -
-
- .._, 
33-- - - -
j'J - - - -
!J�-
- - - -
SESSION 
Ji 
- -
z:s-· .. 
- -
JI 
- -
'31 
- -
-l3 
- -
"� - -SS 
- -
SESSION 
SESSION 
l'i 
- -
,, ,, ..•. i s  
- -
.H . 
- -
11 
- -
.J3 
- -
-a 
- -
ACTIVITY 
;5---
- ....... _.. 
2. I 
-. - - .. 
i.1 
- ·- - ---
33 - - - -
� - -
-rj � -- -. 
-- .... ...... -
'l 
AC'l'IVI'l'Y 
A CTIVITY 
-·4' · I 5 
1 
-
- - --·-- -2. 
2 
I 
- - ..- ·-
-·2. 1 
3 
3 
4 
-·j 
5 - ·!J ;; 
- ·-
-- --
3-- -
- -
'l 
- - - -
�-
- - - -
. 
SESSION 
Ji 
-
-
is··-· 
Jt 
'3? 
� 3  
"� 
55 
J<J 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- --
-
1 3  
SESSION 
SES SION 
-
-
i s ··· .. 
- -
j'j 
- -
1? -
-
113 
- -
:, 'i 
- -
l 
2 
. 2. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
! ACTIVITY 
75-- - - -
i.1 
_ _  ..,. _  
�? 
- - - -
33 - - - -
)'1 
- - - ..., 
!.[� 
-
- - ---
SI  
..,.. _ _ __  
-
'1 
ACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY 
I S  - - - -
41 
- - - �  
z.7-
_ _ _  ..... 
33-
- - - -
)'1 
- - - -
/'!, 
- - - -�. 
11 
1'3 
SESSION 
SESSION 
- -
i:s .. -
. 
js 
17 
--#3 
"� 
55 
Ji 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
/3 
SESSION 
SESSION 
- -
;.s · ··· 
- -
JI 
- -
'37 -
--
., ,  
- -
:j"9 
- -
\.)'\ 
\:,.) 
. 
ADD Tllf;SE ACTIVITIES 
TO ALL REQUESTS 
, l 'o A. GRADE 
-- - .. 
u .  
I 
ACTIVITY 
- - - -
- - - -
-- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
-- - - -
- - - --
- - - -
-- -- - � 
- - - -
__ _ _  ... 
-- -- -- --.  
-- ... - .... 
- ..... .... -
t • • 
c D ISTRICT SCHOOL - - -
COMMON ADDS AND DELETES 
• ,. 
D 
. 
� ... - -
DELETE THESE ACTIVITIES 
FROM ALL REQUESTS 
u 
GRADE 
- -
- -
- -
- ..., 
- -
- -
- -., 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
ACTIVITY 
- - - -
- - - -
- - -- -
; 
- - - -
- - - -
-- - -
- -- - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - --
- - - --
- -- - -
- - - --
- - - --
I · 1....1'\ +:-
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This repo� t may be used to spot errors on your master scheduJ.e whe.n i t  i s  
firs t  printed. A f ter your school i s  scheduled , you may find other ad�inisty�­
tive uses. 
The report is in te:�cher number order - wlth rt separate page for eaclY Scm. code . 
The matrix l i s ts <l.11 the periods of the day d own the l e f t  s:!.d<? anci r .. cros3 the 
top arc days Xondc>.y thri.1 Friday. 
Period 1 oa �iond;:iv above - this teacher has cou::se r.ur.1ber 014:�-01 • t:hc title is 
Applied-Li t .  in room 0 3 /. 9 .  Se low the course nunher �� : 'J2/ _ _ __ O .  This sh•)WS 
the seats orig for this s�ssion , 3 2 ,  and 0 s tuden t s  s s s i gned to the session. 
Following a sC'h�<lu U.np; run , t.he rcpor-t will shot-: :;,.� t!1e 0 area the exac t 
number of students who have been assigned tc the sension. 
Activities mcc t:l ng more than one period (:nod) will print accorM.nGlY, the re f or.e 
a blank per.iod sl!ould indicate clearly that thf.? teacher h;is no class that period . 
Wher.e a te.<J.cher has more than one ass ignment fo1· 3 particular pe riod . deternine 
if this is your inte n t .  If not , check the activity on the ::-.:1ster schedule 
printout to finci the error. It may b e  the t eaci-\.�r numbe'L , se:r.cster code o r  
period of the day is incorr�c t .  
.· 
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Schcuuli�g - Student Requests 
p AGE I R"E. v . C-6 • 
(j) 
Us� this f or::ia� to �9.�L!:.£�--�.tudents .. to_. th�.-�s:hedul_�_!IJLfJJ. e ,  o-::- delet e students· 
or�nd.att: ·a �_;.;.:dem:-'..s requesc.s.. Enter DIST, SCH and SUTix.;r nu�bers .  
• Add a stu 1ent - enter "A" in the add/delete indicator. Enter present 
school nu;.:ber in the HSTR SCH (master s�hool) field. Cocplete all 
fields as indicated below. 
Delete a s tudent - enter "D" in the add/delete indicator. 
ypd�te fields as follow�: (Type the symbol incicated in place of the 
delta just � re ceding the field . )  
.. 
-
... 
A 
D 
.. 
-
Field 
- Grp.dc (Grade level next year) 
Sex 
Priority 
Schedule Code (ch.ange to " l" or "O" only) 
Add an activity nunber (plus d er:tand s ession & activity 
code "l" , vhere i:'ldicated) 
Delete an activity nur-ber (ignore session and/or code) 
Add or change a session nuober . C�a4ga tc no sessio� 
by typing zeros. 
Add or change a':l. activity Code. Changa frc:-.i "l" (de::.ar.d) 
t.o "O" by typ"ing a zero. Fill-in s tt.!dy halls �ust h�ve 
activity code 1 13".  
pzo n  comol� t ion of any of the above types of �ainte�ance, ho�e the cursor, 
eu�et ''.i.i" for update in the access code, hoc;e the cursor �ind �IT. 
If Resd�c<luling via the cooputer progra."1, the studen t ' s  schadule code t:USt be 
other ch�n 11111• He n.aeci not: be demanded int:o each session. 
If Dc���d_ scheduli�g the unscheduled s tudents into all �heir sessio�s (classes) , 
they �ust be given a scheC.ul e code 6f 1 1 1" - scheduled - so their progr�s will 
be p�inted and they �ill. appear on class lis t s .  
l 
t 
I l 
5 
l 
B::.H7 l � I  9 
7777 u �rn 97759',j 
D I ST . S C H  S7UlMT 
A ID � A  MSTR . S C H . �88 
NAMC: CU LBEttTSO!\: 
ACT 0 1  (�� SESS v 1 
02�0 'c'.12 
0300 03 
�40� \1(� 
'� 50� Y15 
0 6 �s :.1 06 
SCHEl.)uL ING RSIJu:�STS - 1  
G kAD£ SEX �� S -� 0  
1 0  F 9 1 ��.._,.._-...�s·chedule Coda 
l) e:. t:! 0 t>..A 
COIJE (1 
Id 
0 
kl 
V,) 
� 
' . " 
-- - �--��------ Activity Cocc 
Corr�ct s=u6�:: ' s 
nace via Tr�- 2 � � .  
lr)°li·i� Vl7 "' 
· l---- ------
-�------
1lr �;�v f:i-:lc! '':-tSTR SCCi" <i<.!,}{�cl to pcroit CRT input of St1Jde.nr. not: pl'.'2!'.><�:"..�tl·.• -----=L=\,_, _.,r.�. t' .:. :-!i f'r1 : >  � 1 "" ...., , ..· rb."""·..!>.,L>D"1., _____________________ __, ____ ,,__ ___ � 
TITLE 
Sf Si SI.Ji.} )YS rt.r·1 
CRT Manual 
Tran 7i0 
i..[ 'ic L 
71 
4/13/71 
PAGE 
Scheduling - Student Request� G-6a 
:9\\/ 
v i  
REI. 
REV . 
When "inquiring" to Tran 710 for a student ) messages from the computer are: 
RECORD NOT ON FILE - The student is not on the scheduling file. If you 
wish to add hira and his acti·.rities )  enter ''A" in the Add or De.le te 
indicator and fill the other fields as indicated on page G-6 . 
TRAILER NOT m� FILE - The student is on the scheduling file but has no 
activity requests.  Do not enter "A" in the Add or Delete indicator . 
Just update any necessary fields and Add his activities as indicated 
on page G-6. 
ERRORS - will be indicated when you try to add a student to the scheduling 
file (by entering "A" in the Add or Delete indicator) and the studant 
is al.ready on the scheduling file . Therefore, change the "A" to a 
delta in the Add or Delete indicator and procaed to fill the other 
fields as indi cat ed on page G-6 . 
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Reschedul e :  The computer \..:ill try to schedule only the s tudents with a 
schedule code other than "l" . 
Prior to a "reschedule" run, s chools may do the following types of mainten­
ance to the s tudents ' lines on the Ac tiv ity Requ�st and Assignment 
Haintenance Lis t .  The maintenance must then be updated via Tran 710, 
I, Change schedule code from "l" to "O". 
A. This d eschedules the student, Ttte Reschedule program will ignore 
the previously assigned sessions. There is no need for the CRT 
operator to change all sess ions to "0011, 
B. Af ter changing the schedule code to 11011, do any deletes and adds 
to activity nura�ers - also do any demand sessions and codes. 
When updates are completed, home the cursor , enter ":J" . for updat e 
in the access code, home the cursor and }::i-!IT . 
C .  During a reschedule run , the computer will now try to schedule 
the s tudent ' s  requested ac tivi ties and demands (i f  any) into 
the �cats remaining on the Master Schedule. 
I I .  Leave schedule code at "l" and change some activity-sessions only. 
A. Delete activity nurr.bers that have been circled. 
B. Add new activi ty(s) and session(s) as indicated. 
C. When updates are completed , home the curso r ,  enter :1u11 for update 
in the access code, home the cursor and X:HIT • 
. , NOTE :  Students with schedule code "l" will not . be processed thru 
the reschedule program so no conflicts will be detected . The 
school <idministrat or c1ust have det ermined that the new :activity­
ses s iott. f i t s  into the studen t ' s  pro·gram. 
III. Leave s c.!"ledule code at "O", 1 1511 ,  1161 1 ,  "7" or "9" and de�and-sc:hedule 
the s tudent , Since the code tells the computer the s tudent is not 
scheduled, the p :or,ra.'11 will sci1edulc the demands and detect any 
confli cts - or if okay, schedule the demand s .  
A .  Add o r  dele te any ac tivi ty changes . Enter sess ion and activity 
code 11111 for each act ivi ty . 
B .  When updates are complete d ,  home the cursor, enter "U" for update 
in the access code , horn.a the cursor and XHIT . 
(School scheduling administr3tcrs have th is information on pages E-4 thru 
E-7 of the Scheduling Manual . )  
·�-:-J·� ··-7 
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Tran 710 Pi\GE I · R�V . l___________r _ i��-a_l __ C __ l_c_a_n_-_l�r p��------�--l'--G-_7_b __ � __ __, 
Final Clean-un: No res chedule run is to be do11e: 
l •  Leave schedule code a t  "l" and . change scme activity-sessions only. 
A .  Delete activity nu�bers that have been circled. 
B .  Add new activity (s) · and session (s) as indicated , 
C .  When updates are completed , home the cursor , enter "U" for update 
in the access code, home the cu�sor and XHIT . 
I I .  Schedule code is "O" , "5" , 1 1611, : '7" o r  "9" and the s chool i s  demand­
scheduling the s tudent into all his classes: 
A .  Proceed exactly a.s indicated on page G-8· o f  this manual -
give fill-in study halls an activity code "311• 
B .  All students in the school should now have a schedule code "111 
and will receive conputcr-pt: inted progral.ls and will be conver ted 
to Tran 861 and ready for mark reporting. 
After final clean-up , the school should request an "updated" Master Schedule 
Maintenance list which will show correct "seats remaining". 
..---- �---·1- ---- - ·--·-f , (' , .. ... • • •  I - ; .... • , • , • , s -· # • • • I - � i- L 1;,{ L}:., � l �/ �U:.,:, I I L1'; Lt. I c. 
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This is a prin tout of a studen t ' s  course reques t s .  The school wishes to 
"demand" schedule the student into all his classes. Proce ed as follows : 
Change present S-Code (Schedule code) to ..:1 
Enter 11D" preceding any activity numb ers to be deleted. 
Enter "A" to add any new activity numbe.rs . 
Add or change the sess ion nui!1ber and activity code for each activity. 
Fill-in s tudy halls must have activity code "31 1 ,  
When upc!at es are completed, heme the cursor, enter "U" fo>: update in 
the access code , hone the cursor and 2Q1I T .  
0!. !710 I 9 
0271 0 0 0 . 0353'.)0 
DIS? SCH s·?JD�;·r 
A.DD O:t D::L::·: � .  
S C H  ::DUL l 1iG a;;.:w ss-;:s-1 
CRA�S S�l PR S-COuE 
HA.ME .TO!':F.S 
ACT s 1 1 1  s�ss oo 
9141 00 
�?21 0 0  
1581 00 
eos1 oo · 
4891 0 0  
0£.'0710 I 9 
0271 ooe 03ssoo 
DIST SC!t s·:''.JD:iT 
ADD OR D:;Lt:·1 � ·  
lL\!{£ ,l[)NF:� 
AC1 5111 S�SS=Ol 
91 '11 =2 3 
. 4721 =02 
1531 =05 
.8081 =24 
D4891 00 
A7021 =16 
. 12 �1 9 . 0 
DREW K 
CODE 0 
o. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
This is a printout of 
a student ' s  course 
reques t s .  
I This shows the . updates. 
SC�!SDULI �:G RS·:lUSSTS-1 
GR�Ds s�x PR s-con� I 
· 12 H 9 .,  1 --�- Changed to "l" 
D�C:'d 
C ODE.=I 
:<:: l 
= 1  
:: 1 
= l  
K 
Sessions �nd activity 
codes have been added 
using "=" .• 
0 -- This activity deleted. 
=l �<----- - This activity-session 
���J has been added. 
T I T L E  Tran 711 
Master Schedule Line 
7 5  
Pf..GE · I REV . 
G-9 I 1 
Use this for.nat to � ,  dele_�-� or u�'�a_t� -� lin� for _ an a�_ti-�ill_s��on that 
is __ already o_r1 :hCL��_ste£·.��l:i�dule fjle:: . Cnll cp the blank format and enter 
DIST, SCH, and the ACTV �md SS and SQ (sequ�nce line number) for the line 
you wish to add, delete or update. 
ADD a line - enter 11A11 in the add/delete indicator. Complete .the 
necessary fields as indicated below, 
DELETE a line - enter· "D" in the add I delete indicci.tor. (Do not use 
this tran to delete an entii:e activity-s ession. Us e:: Tran 712 
which will delete the activity-session and all lines thereon . )  
UPDATE fields as follows : (Type the symbol indicated in place of the 
delta just preceding the field . )  
Symbol 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Field 
Act ivity Description 
Instructor Name 
Instructor Nu�ber 
Room Number 
Semester Code 
deeting Periods - 1 :  Type in correct meeting periods in 
this section. Zero-fill where needed so no spaces are 
blank. 
= Meeting Periods - 2 :  Type in correct meeting periods here 
for the days six thru t:en. \\here school has only a five 
day cycle - be sure to z.ero-fill and leave no b lank spaces. 
UPON COMPLETION of any of the above types of maintenance , ho::ne the cursor , 
enter "U" for update in the access code, home the cursor and XMIT, 
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* Two new 
information lines 
added to this 
forma t .  
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f;.� tA SYS/ Su8SYSl.H1 LE'/EL OP.1 E UY 
CRT Ten1inal 2 / l/72 REL 
T I TLE Tran 712 PAGE REV . 
Master Schedule Activity G-10 1 
Use this fori-;i.::tt to tJ.Pda� �-c.E����-ml!�te:r 
_.s�h�-4l.e.t. Call up the blank forl!lat 
and enter DIST , SCH, and the ACTV and SS you wish to add, delete or update. 
Add an activity SE'Ssion (or b.lock) - enter "A" in the add/delete indicator. 
Complete necessary fields as indicated below. 
Delete an activity session (or block) - enter "D" in the add/delete 
indicator. 
Update fields as follows : (Typ� the symbol indicated in place of the 
delta just preceding the field . )  
Sy1nbol Field 
= Seats original 
* = Seats remaining 
a "X" - block indicator when activity session is a block 
* = Seats assigned male 
* :: Seats assigned female 
Upon Completion of any of the above types of �aintenance, home the cursor, 
enter 11U11 for update in the access code, home the cursor and XHIT. 
* Fields indicated by an ''*" above will be automatically updated by the schedul­
ing progra:n following each sch\!dule or reschedule run. At the end of the 
scheduling cycle and following manual demand scheduling, schools may request 
an "edit" and new printout of the ma s·ter schedule which will show current seat: 
counts.  They will also appear on this format. 
. �: To update any lines or fields on an activity session, call up the 
appropriate line via Tran 711 . 
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* indicates new 
lines and new 
explanation. 
Line data from 
J.-�- Tran 711 appears ' here. 
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AREA SYS/SUBSYSTEM LEVEL DATE BY 
CRT Terminal 1/25/71 REL 
TITLE Tran 713 PAGE REV . 
Block Activity List G-11 
This is a printout of the activities and sessions within a particular block. 
The following fields may be updated: (Type the symbol indicated in place 
of the delta just preceding the field . )  
Symbol Field 
A Add an activity-session to the block 
D Delete an activity-session from the block 
---..---.. �-, ' 
I 
·n?l 3I 'J f 
0 1 99 025 0��1 0 1  
0 15'.l' SC!i Ac·n 35 
l B!.OC:< i>..C'j;Y LIS'l'-2 I 
AC1I1IT1 JLOC� L I S �  
1 6.l'.-101 . 
23·1 1 0 1  
'---------�--------. ..-.-,.�----·-·--·· 
DO NOT USE THIS FORMAT AFTER ACTIVITY CONVERSrmy 
,, . .. .. . ...... , ,_ • >- t • • • • •• .. · · · · ·-
r, .. l ·. \I"\.._,, 
T I T LE Tran 714 
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, ... .. .. , -vi\ I C.  
2 / 1 / 7 2  
PAGE 
CY 
REL 
REV . 
F i ll-in Study Hall Line G-12 1 
Use this forr:tat to add, delete or update _a line for a fill-in study hall that 
i s  already on the master schedule file. Call u·p the blank format and ent�r 
DIST, SCH, and the ACTV and SS and SQ (s equence line number) for the line 
you wish to add, delet e or update. 
ADD a line - enter "A11 in the add/delete indicator . Complete the 
necessary fields as .ind icated below. 
DELETE a line - enter "D" in the add/delete indicator . (Do not use 
this tran to delete an entire study hall session. Use 'Tran 715 
which will delete the activity-session and all lines thereon . )  
UPDATE f ields as f ollows : (Type the symbo l indicated in place of the 
delta just preceding the field . )  
Symbol 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Field 
Activity Description 
Instructor Name 
Instructor Numb er 
Room Nuuiber 
Semester Code 
Meeting Periods -
this section. 
blank. 
1: Type in corre ct m5eting periods in 
Zero-fill where needed so no spaces are 
= Meeting Periods - 2 :  Type in correct mee ting periods here 
for the days si:h thru ten. Where school has only a f ive 
day cycle - be sure to zero-fi ll and leave no blank spaces . 
UPON COMPLET ION of any of t·he above types of maintenance, home �he cursor, 
enter "U1 1  for update in the access code, home the cursor and XMIT , 
OL I.7 1 1 0  9 . A O"'-15 1 ADU-DEL!::Tl·: L INr: 
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* Two new 
information lines 
added to this 
forma t .  
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Fill-In S tudy Hall 
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DY 
2 / l /72 REL 
PAGE REV . 
G-13 1 
Determine whether the school has regular study halls or fill-in s tu�-��;I:.ls 
on its master schedule before using this fot"mat. I t  is to be used for 
fill-in s tudy halls only 
• 
. Regular study halls: These appe.ar as MS lines on the master schedule. 
Students are scheduled into them the sar.1e as their other courses. You 
�aintain these study halls using Tran 711 and 712.  
Fill-in s tudy halls : These appear as MT lines at the end o f  the �aster 
'schedule. (S�I?. the bot tom of the printout on page G-5) Students have 
no course request numbers for these study halls . The school has a 
series of f i l l-in study halls on its master schedul e .  After a student 
is scheduled into his regular course reques t s ,  the computer program 
then f i lls-in study halls wherever t:he s tudent has unassigned periods 
in his schedule. These then appear on his activity request line with 
activity code " 3 " .  (also appear on Tran 710 for the student) 
Use this format to add or delete - or to update seats for a fill-in study 
hall activity-session. Call up the b lank format and enter DIST SCH, and the 
ACTV 'and SS you wish to add, delete or update . 
ADD a fill-in study hall - enter "A" in the add/delete indicator. 
Comp lete necessary fields as indicated below , Add line data via 714, 
DELETE a fill-in s tudy hall - enter 11011 in the add/delete indicator. 
UPDATE fields as follows: (Type the symbol indicated in place of the 
delta j us t  preceding the field . )  (Update other fields via Tran 714) 
Symbo l  Fiel<l 
= Seats 
* - Sea ts 
* = Seats 
* = Seats 
• . 1 on.gina� 
remaining 
assigned male 
ass igned female 
* Fields indicated by an "*" above will be automatically updated by the schedul­
ing program following e5ch schedule or reschedule run. 
(JL. l 7 l S I  ':I ,q.�""'- 75�·-··---
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* indicates new 
lines and ne·,;i 
explanation. 
Line <lata from 
Tran 71lt wlll 
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AREA SYS/SUBSYSTEM LEVEL DATE BY 
CRT Terminal Sil /72 REL 
TITLE Tran 720 PAGE REV . 
Scheduling - Students Requestc G-7 
Use this forn1;-.t in " lieu of Tran 710 (�age G-6) for schools who!>e students 
course requests e:<ceed the number of lines on Tran 710 , All instructions for 
use of Tran 710 per tain for this forma t .  ' 
In addition ,  _:-�hen the master school number is incorrect ,  the student number 
will appear at the beginning of the "Activity Request Maintenance List'1 as 
• 11Stunt Not on File" , To correct such a listing, proceed as follows :  
1. Inquire into 720 (or 710) . Error M�ssage 11Record Not o n  File11 will 
appear . 
2. Try to add. the student using the A/D indicator and "=" with correct 
master school number. 
If .'..:!:!.P.9ate Successfully Co�pleted " �  inquire to see what is on file 
and do any o cher necessary updates . 
If "Errors" , blank out the "A" in the A/D indicator but leave the "=" 
with correct master school number. Update - then inquire .  The 
scheduling information should appear . 
When inquiring to a stud�nt ' s 710 or 720, the error l!!essage "Trailer not on 
File11 appears when the student: has been added to the scheduling file but has 
no listed course requests . 
Error Messa.ges : � -
11Error Number '' (1 .. thru 
: :36) indicates: 
If adding : the act 'y. 
is al�eady there, 
If de leting: the 
act 'y.  is not there to 
delete. 
When an error is detccte� 
no portion of the update 
is processed. Replace the · 
erroneous "A" o'r '·'D " with 
a delta and XMIT again. 
This printout shows a "D" 
for item 11 . Update was 
made successfully. 
,:._ 
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PAGE RE\' .! Tran 740 I Cours� O f � eri�� Li s t G-14 , .....:;�����.t-..;;....-""-;.....:.��-J 
Input will be recei·:e<l via a ::;chou l ' s  "Tally" listing. Sec page G-15, 
The Course Offeri�g L i s t  is used by the sch�dulin2 system to tally the 
students' course rc!lucs t s .  Ad:� i.nisti:�tors !i\3Y also indicate which co;,irscs 
they wish inch:ded on the con f li c t  matri.x e.nd .::o� which cours es they war:t 
course lists (<! listh�g o f the students wlto request c'.l . fi�::ticu lar course) . 
The original course off erir�g list is key�unched . Subsequently , cours es may 
be added , deleted, ti t les chang ed , and matrix and cou rse list flags changed. 
Keys are: DIST SCL ACIV (the 4-digi t course nu�b er) 
To Add a new cou-.:-s e to the list: Enter "A" in the Add /Delete Indicator . 
Enter "=11 in place of the de.lta for the o th?.r fields , Typ-a in the 
course description. Typz "l" 'lf�he:re rnatrix and / or course list are 
wanted . Type "O" · .. .tlter� not wanted. 
Home the curs or , entt:r "U " for U?d.:i.te in the access code, home tha 
cursor and XlHT. 
To DELETE a. ccurse: from the lis t :  Enter "D11 in the Add/Delete Indicator, 
home the cursor, enter 1 1U1 1 for upcate in the a.cce.ss code., home the 
cursor. and �-UT . 
To UPDATE a t i t l e  or chan8e a flag: Enter "=" in place of the delta for 
the fielc! ( s ) , type ne-...r data, ho:-!1 e  the cursor, enter "U'' for upc!ate 
in the access code, home the cursor and iC-IIT. 
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APPENDIX VII 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNl.OR HIGH SCHOOL 82 
14600 SEElEY AVENUE - DIXMOOR. ILLINOIS �2b 
TB.EPHONE: (312) 339-9500 
STUDENT EXCLUSION FORM 
(FOR PARENT CONFERENCE) 
*In the best interest of the student and the school immediate removal (EXCLUSIO:Zj 
of is necessary at this time. Exclusion means that 
one (1) or more of the following acts or conditions have been exhibited by your 
child: 
(l) Unsafe Conditions 
(2) Health Hazard 
(3) A Social Behavior 
(4) Immoral Conduct 
(5) A Criminal Act 
Your child may return to school immediately when ACCOMPANIED by a Parent or Guardian . 
. PARENT(S) OR GUARDIAN(S) REAOIED BY PHONE/LETTER �------------------------- -----� 
(DAY ' DATE) 
CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR: ______________________________________________________ � 
(DAY ' DATE) 
RESULT .OF CONFERENCE : __________________________________________________________ � 
SUSPENDED: •· 
(DATE) (PERIOD) (TIME) 
REINSTATED TO CLASS : ----------------------------------------------------------
(DATE) (PERIOD) (TIME) 
PARENT ' S  SIGNATURE PRINCIPAL/ASSISTANT PRI:-JCIPAL 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
14600 SEELEY AVENUE - DIXMOOR. ILLINOIS 60426 
TUEPHONE: (312) 339-9500 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION 
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if Paren t :  
�s communication i s  sent to inform you that your son/daughter ��������������--
(Name) 
I 
l�fective 
(Reason) 
through ��������--- ����������� ��������������� 
(Day) (Date) (Day & ·oate) 
1�suant to our conference (hearing) on when facts ��������������������
(Day & Date) 
1!1ld circumstances involved in the incident were considered. I request that the following !llnditions be adhered to during the term of suspension : 
The student is to: 
(1) Remain away from the school/building and grounds during the 
suspension. 
(2) Do required school work at home daily during the normal school 
hours ( 8 : 00-2 : 3 7 ) . 
(3) Submit all (completed work) to homeroom teacher upon reinstatement . 
The parent is to: 
(1) Obtain required assignments from students ' s  homeroom teacher for 
the period of suspension. 
(2) Supervise assignments done at home. 
(3) Return with the student on the day of reinstatement . 
�der the provisions of this temporary procedure ,  the principal will review all matters 
�ncerned and determine with the parent any further actions to be taken, remediation and 
rehabilitation. 
Teacher ' s  Signature Date 
Parent ' s  Signature Dat� 
Principal ' s  Signature Date 
If the parent is not satisfied with the ruling, he/she may make a request either orally or 
In writing to Mr .  Samuel Rhone Assistant Superintendent, through the principal for another 
hearing or to appeal the decision. 
* PA RT- A 
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FREQUENT MINOR M I SBEHAVIOR RECORD 
To d e t e r  m i n o r  i n f r a c t i o n s  of s c h o o l  p o l i c y  by our s t u d e n t s ,  
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o c e du r e  � to be u s e d .  
,� 
The form s h o u l d  be kept in t h e  t e a c h e r ' s  c l a s s room u n t i l  t h e  
c h i l d , p a r e n t  a n d  t e a c h e r  c o n f e r e n c e  t r a n s p i r e s .  I f  t h e  c o n ­
f e r e n c e  d o e s n ' t  reme d i a t e  t h e  p r o b l e m ;  t h e  r e co r d  i s  t u r n e d  
i n t o  t h e  A s s i s t a n t  P r i n c i pa l .  
PROCE S S : 
E a c h  time a c h i l d  comm i t s  a m i n o r  i n f r ac t i o n ,  the d a t e ,  ti�e 
a n d  i n f r a c t ion is l i s t e d  immed i a t e l y .  After a s e co�d and t h i r d  
i n f r a c t ion o c c u r s ,  t h e  i n c i d e n t s  a r e  documented a n d  t h e  p a r e n t  
c o n f e r e n c e  i s  a r r a n g e d  b y  t h e  t e a c he r .  
D u r i n g  t h e  c o n f e r en c e , the r e c o r d  i s  shown to t h e  p a r ent , c l e ai­
ly i l lu st r a t i n g  a frequent c h a i n  o f  i n f r a c t i o n s  by t h e  c h i l d .  
I f  y o u  f ind t h a t  t h e  p r o b l em p e r s i s t s  s u b s equent to t h e  p a r e n t  
pon f e r en c e , t u r n  t h e  c a s e  a n d  documented r e co r d  o v e r  to t h e  
A s s i s tant P r i n c i p a l  f o r  d i s po s i t i o n .  
EXAMPLES O F  M I N O R  INFRAC T I O N : 
Chewing g u m ,  e a t i n g  c a n dy , y e l l i n g  in c l a s s , l ea v i n g  s e a t  
b o t h e r i n g  o t h e r  student s ,  no p e nc i l ,  n o  pap e r ,  f o r g e t t i n g  
c l a s s  t e x t ,  f a i lu r e  t o  comp l e t e  homework a s s ignme n t s e t c .  
DETENTION 
After an i n t e n s i v e  study of s t u d e n t  t a r d i n e s s ,  c u t s  to c l � s s  
and c u t s  o f  d e t e n t i o n  a s s ignment s ;  w e  have found t h a t  t h e  
c u t t i n g  o f  d e t e n t i o n  w a r r a n t s  further d i s c ip l i n a r y  a c t i o n .  
The f o l l o w i n g  p r o c e d u r e  w i l l  b e  u s e d ;  
· l .  The f i r s t  cut w i l l  warrant a n  a d d i t io n a l  d e t e n t i o n . 
( S tu d e n t  must s e r v e  two ( 2 )  i n s t e a d  o f  o n e ( l ) . 
2 .  Parent w i l l  be not i f i e d  o f  t h e  f i r s t  d e t e n t i o n  c u t  
a n d  o f  t h e  n e w  d e t e n t i o n  a s s ignmen t s .  
3 .  Any further c u t t i n g  o f  e i t h e r  o f  the two d e t e n t i o n s  
a s s i g n e d  w i l l  warrant a n  autom a t i c  one ( l )  d a y  s u s p e n ­
s i o n .  Par�nt w i l l  b e  n o t i f i e d  o f  s u s p e � s ion . 
4 .  The s t u d e n t  i s  to be r e t u r n e d  t h e  next s c h o o l  d a y  
f o l lo�ing t h e  e f f e c t i v e  s u s p e n s ion by h i s / h e r  p a r e n t  
(23) 
CON i T . . . • . . • .  FREQUENT M I NOR MIS BEHAVIOR RECORD 
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to t h e  A t t e n d a n c e  O f f i c e  f o r  r e admittance t o  s c h o o l .  
5 .  The s t u d e n t  i s  t o  p r e s en t  t h e  r e admittance t o  a l l  
s ch e d u l e d  t e a c h e r s  . 
. 6 .  Any s t u d e n t  who a c c umu l a t e s  t h r e e { 3 ) d e t e n t i o n s  i n  a 
marking p e r i o d  w i l l  n o t  be a l l owed to part i c ip a t e  i n  
Extra Curr ic u l a r  A c t i vi t i e s  o f  a n y  n a t ur e .  
86 
GUIDELINE S - D I S C I P LINE 
*PART-B 
The m a j o r  aim for d i s c ip l i n a r y  a c t i o n  is the m o d i f i c a t i on 
o f  behavior into standards w h i c h  a r e  s o c i a l l y  a c c eptabl e .  
Rea l i z i n g  that what mod i f i e s  t h e  b e h a v i o r  o f  o n e  s t u d e n t  
d o e s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  m o d i f y  t h e  b e h a v i o r  o f  anoth e r ;  yet 
b e l i ev i n g  t h a t  behavior can b e  mod i f i e d  through the app l i ­
c a t i o n  o f  e i t h e r  a p o s i t ive o r  n e g a t i v e  a c t i o n . 
To i s s u e  f i x e d  puni shment and i n s i s t  upon a b s o l u t e s  
f o r  e v e r y  v i o l a t i on i n  e v e r y  i n s ta n c e  w o u l d  b e  both u n f a i r  
a n d  unwi s e .  T h a t  i s ,  w e  c an ' t  i f  w e  w a n t  t o  do w h a t  is b e s t  
f o r  t h e  s t u d e n t s  a t  K i n g . 
D � s c i p l inary c a s e s  a r e  c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  two c a t a go r i e s , 
minor o r  ma j o r o f f e n s e .  
M i n o r  O f f e n s e  
( a )  T a r d i n e s s  t o  c l a s s  
( b )  Cutting C l a s s  
( c )  Cut t i n g  D e t e n t i o n  
, 
( d )  B e i n g  a d i sruptive 
i n f l u e n c e  i n  t h e  
h a l l ways a n d  w a s h ­
room s .  
( e )  V i o l a t i o n  o f  the 
r u l e s  e s t a b l i s h e d  
b y  t h e  C l a s s room 
t e a c h e r  or s c h o o l  
r e g u l a t ion s :  Chewing 
g u m ,  eating c a n d y ,  
unprepared f o r  c l a s s ,  
f a i l u r e  t o  comp l et e  
a s s i g n m e n t s  
P r o c e dure 
Re c o r d  o n  c l a s s  
a t t e n d a n c e  s h ee t ,  
on t h e  t h i r d  ( �r d )  
o f f en s e ,  r e p o r t  · 
t o  A t t e n d a n c e  · of f i c e  
s e n d  cut s l i p  to 
A t t e n d a n c e  O f f i c e  
n o t i f y  p a r e n t  
F i l l  out · and subm i t t  
Minor D i s c ip l i n e  F o r m  
· M i n o r  I n f r a c t i o n  
R e f e r r a l - I n i t i at e d  
b y  t e a c h e r  
·. :·: : -,  .. A c t i o n  ---·7 
3 r d  _tardy treat�d as. 
c � a s s  cut . ( 1  d e t e n ­
t i o n  a S·S i g n m  e n  t ) 
( 1 )  d e t e n t i o n  
a s s ignment 
I 
( 2 )  ·2 day de.tent ion 
assignment , cutting 
either, 1 day suspension 
T e l ephone and s e n d  
w r i t t e n  r e p o r t  t o  
p a r e n t , P a r e n t a l  
·con f ·e r e n c e .  
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Con ' t .  GUIDE L I INE S - D I S C I P LINE 
Majo r  Offense Procedure 
(a) Insubord i an t ion * R e f e r  to M a j or 
( b )  D i s r e spect D i s c i p l i n e  Form 
( c )  D e f i a n c e  o f  in P h i l o sophy 
s c ho o l - w i d e  s e c t i o n  
r e g u l a t i o n s - ( A - t hr u _ I  same 
" no smoking " ,  procedu r e s )  
� n o  drugs " ,  
" n o  a l c o h o l i c  
Beverag e s , f i g h t i n g ,  
weapon s , e t c . 
( d )  F a l s e  F i r e  Al arms 
{ e )  Leaving campus 
uno f f i c i a l l y  e x ­
�cused 
(f) Assault 
(g)  Van d a l i s m  
( h }  Theft 
( I )  Other v i o l a t i o n s  
(26} 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 
Action 
a } Parent c o n f e r e n c e  
2nd o f f e n s e - s uspension 
Parent c o n f e r e n c e  
S u s p e n s i o n  from 
school 
1st o f f e n s e -Automa tic 
3 -day suspension 
2nq o f f e n s e - 1 0  day 
suspen s ion 
3rd o f f e n s e - E xp e l s ion 
recommendation to the 
Board of Educat ion 
Parent c o n f e r e n c e -
3-day suspens ion 
F i l ing o f  formal charges 
with law e n f o rcement 
agenc y .  Parent c o n f e r e n c e  
suspension f r o m  s c h o o l  
Automa t i c  e x c l u s ion 
u n t i l  p a r e n t  c o n f e r e n c e  
* ( same a s  t h e  above ) 
depends upon the nature 
o f  the v i o l a t i on . 
NAME 
MTE 
MARTIN LUTHER K ING jLJN IOR H IGH SCH.OOL 88 
1'600 SEELEY AVcUUE 
DIXMOOR, ILlltlOIS 60426 
DISCIPLI:-2 P!'.:roFT 
DIVIS IO�? 
**** 
f1e\JOR 
MilOR 
*Refer to Sc�l !)i�t=ict #l·n 
Disciplir.e PolicJ. 
PERIOD 
·*�OR VIOL."l\.TIC:-1 O�!LY 
REINST1\TID: ---(,....:..n_�.....,)-. _____ _,{,.....11-r\-1'£.....,..' )-------'-�( PE!UCi.J) /'T'" '�) -· \• .l.J :l:, 
-=-Teac.�-ers·,. 
. · 89. : .. 
MARTIN LOTHER KING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
MINOR MISBEHAVIOR RECORD 
CLASS & PERIOD DIVISION 
ADDRESS PHONE 
DATE TIME 
.' 
' INFRAC'l1ION 
I CALLED P.ARENTS ON , 
__ ...,...___,_(D_A_T_E�)-------- {TI!1E) 
· CONFERENCE WAS SET FOR , ----�(-DA_· _T_E�)------ ----------.(-T-- �-H-.-E)------------� 
(TEACHER Is S .:..\;��ATC?..E) 
INFRACTION FOLLQt·;ING CONFERENCE WITH PAP.ENT --��----------------� 
. .  
DATE RECORD TUR;�ED INTO OFFICE ----------------�----------------� 
TEACHER ' S  RECO�·!:·!ENDATICNS ------------------��--�------------�
(TEACHEa ' s s rG�1;..Tt;E) 
Dr. MARTIN l .. U"fHER KING 
JUNIOf.? HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT'S NAME SEX DATE 
9 0  
DISCIPLINE NOTICE 
TIME REFERRED BY: 
0 0 
0 
F 
F 
E 
N 
s 
E 
A 
c T 
T A 
I K 
0 E N N 
SCHOOL 
SIGNATURE (TITLE) 
HOME ROOM NO. COURSE/ GRADE 
____ ... . _. _ ..... -�- ·- - -··- - _ .. _ . ._._ - -·4> ·-�- · - - . ·-
-· ----·-·-------- - - ----- - --
SIGNATURE OF STUDENT 
APPENDIX VIII 
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES D I V I S I ON 
SCHOOL D I STRICT # 1 4 7  
WEST HARVEY ,  I L L I N O I S 6 0 4 2 6  
School Health Serv i c e s  
TEACHER- NURSE REFERRAL FORM 
91 
Every child sent to the Off i c e  for health reasons must have t h i s  form 
f i l l e d  out to give to the s e cret ary , or nur s e , or p l aced in nur s e ' s  
mai lbox . 
Name Date 
Addr e s s  . Grade 
Te lephone numbe r Teacher 
Birthda te 
Reason for referra l :  
MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
92 
REQUISITION FOR SUPPLIES 
l�ACHER 
�------------�-� 
l�TE REQUESTED ----------�-
!RUSHES 
Water Color, Size 1 
Water Colo r ,  S i ze 3 
Water Color , Size 7 
Easel & Poster 
BlackBoard 
Colorchalk Poster 
Crayons - Assortment -------
Crayons - Jumbo ------
�!PS - PAPER 
Small 
Large ------
Jumbo i------� 
tscELLANEOUS . Scissors 
t 
Pens ._ ____ _ Thumb Tacks 
... ----�Penc i ls # 2  
I -Tape Scotch ._ ____ _ Rulers ------Tape Maskings 
I 
--Shapners 
.... _---�Masters 
r
LOPES 
Coin 2� x4k 
... 1---��-�oin 3 1/8 x 5� 
TEACHER ' S  SIGNATURE 
DATE RECEIVED 
GLUE 
Elmer ' s  4oz . 
Elmer ' s  8oz . 
____ ......;...... __ _ 
Rubber Cement 
PAPER - CONSTRUCTION 
White --------
Scarlet Red 
---------�Orchid 
Emerald Green 
-------�Black 
Light Blue ------
Brown --------
Orange 
�-------Pink 
Yellow 
--------. Med . Green --------
Dark Green ------ 9 x 1 2  
1 2  x 1 8  
PAPER 
Duplication --------
Essay --------
· Quadille ....--------
DRAWING PAPER 
Cream 9 x 1 2  --------
White Tag Board 1 8 ' X2 4  
----------Cream 1 2  x 1 8  
Water Color Paper 1 8 "  
.._.., ______ _ Fingerpaint Paper 
-, ---------,Newsprint 8� x 1 1  
ERASERS 
B lackboard 
Sma l l  Rubber 
Grade Level 
****MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. HIGH SCHOOL**** 
ASSEMBLY PROGRAM REQUEST FORM 
���������-
Date:�����������-
Time From To ������� ��������-
Materials and Custodial assistance needed . 
93 
Teachers Signa ture_·���������� 
Principal ' s  Approval ������������-
.::t °' 
· MARTIN LUTHER KING JR . H.IGH SQ.!JQ� 
QAILJ ATTENDANCE R�  
( DATE ) -UEACHER • s srcNATURE )( r .u. No·:->  
--XcTIVITY -PERI CD COURSE DESCRIPTION NO . SESSION STUDENT ATTENDANCE 
-
-
-
-
- -
. · -I 
1 I I 
I 
... I I 2 I 
--
! 
J I '--
4 I 
-
---
I 5 I I I 
I . I· I 6 I I �---1. 
· -
7 
- · - - - -
-
. 
8 
9 
. -· 
---
. - -
-----
-
· - -
. . 
� 
- -
. 
-
- -
- - -
-
L_:o 
* The requ�sted information must be submitted to the o�fice on a dally basis ,  this report 
__ ����l�� � :* �;� c;�!�!�t:h!:!!0��� �:;��;�v��!�f0�l�����o�!��!;:ui����s �c�ef��n;:;it . --·- - , -- -
tY •·j 'f' . . , ' (I) I ., ,  . : :{) .. 1 ': l , ') ·I " l  .. ) '.' I I h . L'. � ·�· ! i· ! I r: l ;. / \  ,. t :  l• 11• I: .  H I � r) 0 1 1 ( s· '.·J l j  ' )  t •· ·� J. �· 1,_ j. I �J � .. '..J. , .. . '- ' ·  I " . .J. a � 2. ,:, 8. (I! 0 f� n. n IJ () t.u (� rt' rt IT rt 
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� � 
� 
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� 
-··-
8' 
� 
Ii 
-
i 
� 
0 
S. . HJ ts 
� � � 
gj 
@ 
- - -
. 
g 
� 
� G1 
School 
WEST HARVEY SCHOOL DISTRICT /1147 
155th Place & Hoyne Avenue 
Harvey, Illinois 
FIELD TRIP REQUEST FORM 
Grade Date of Report 
96 
Name of Teachers Accompanying Pupils �---------------------� 
INSTRUCTIONS 
( 1 )  This form should be completed in duplicate and sent to ·the Principal no later 
than ten (10)  days before the date of the trip. 
( 2 )  No student may be taken on any field trip without the school having on file 
prior written or printed consent form signed by the parent for each specific 
trip. 
( 3 )  Only common carriers approved by District 147 may be utilized . 
( 4 )  The Board of Education assumes liability only for trips on approved common 
carriers which occur during regular school hours when school is in session. 
( 5 )  Recommended teacher ratios and/or accompanying adults : 
K - 8 :  1 Adults for 15 Pupils 
( 6 )  I f  Charter Service i s  required ,  please indicate departure and return times 
to 
FIELD TRIP DATA 
Name of Place 
Address 
If a performance is to be pr�sente d ,  give title and brief description 
No . of 
Date of trip Pupils ------
Approved Board of Education Bus Comnnnv 
No. of 
Teachers 
Other 
Adults 
' INTERIM REPORT 
SUBJECT TEACHER SUBJECT �����������- -��������-
PERIOD ROOM DATE ���- -��� ������� 
97 
NOTICE TO PARENTS :  This report offers an opportunity for better understanding of 
the student ' s  current achievement. Please study the comments 
below in order that steps ca� be taken to bring about progres s ,  
where needed by the end o f  the marking period. 
RECENT PROGRESS :  GOOD 
PRESENT ·STATUS : PASSING . 
ATTENDANCE : REGULAR 
GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK: 
AVERAGE POOR OTHER 
BORDERLINE NOT PASSING 
IRREGULAR 
IS INTERESTED APPEARS TO TRY 
CHANGES FROM DAY TO DAY NOT INTERESTED 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
INCREASED PREPARATION FOR CLASS INCREASED PARTICIPATION IN CLASS 
BETTER WRITTEN WORK MORE SERIOUS APPROACH 
" CONFERENCE SHOULD BE SCHEDULED: TEACHER, PARENT, STUDENT 
MORE REGULAR ATTENDANCE 
HELP AFTER SCHOOL NEEDED 
A •  90 - 100 
B • 80 - 89 
c - 70 - 79 
D • 65 - 69 
F • 64 & BELOW 
N/G • NO GRADE 
INC = INCOMPLETE 
WORKSHEET (SAMPLE) : 
' GRADE SHEET EXPLANATION 
Charles Allen received the following grades over the period of one school term: 
First (1st) Marking Period/80% average ; Second (2nd) Marking Period/90% average ; 
First (1st) Semester Exam score/85%; Third (3rd) Quarter Marking Period/95% 
average; Fourth -Marking Period/86% average , and a Final Examination score of92%. 
Tne illustration below will . explain how to complete the 1st semester cummulative 
grade, the third semester cummulative grade and the final cunnnulative grade . 
FINAL 
I .  First Semester Cummulative Grade : Double first quarter numeral grade, double 
the second quarter numeral grade, add the first semester exam grade and 
divide by five (5) . Your answer will be the first semester cummulative score, 
convert to letter grade and enter. 
. EXAMPLE: 80 90 = f 80 
x2 + x2 + 85 = 160 
160 185 +85 
85% 425 
5/ 425 . .  
40 f2'.) 25 85% = B - Enter 
25 
00 
II. Third Quarter Curranulative Grade: Double the first quarter numeral grade , 
double the second quarter ' s  numeral grad e ,  double the third quarter ' s  
numeral grade, add the first semester exam score and divide by seven (7) . 
If you are using decimals, . 5  - . 9  - add 1 ;  and below . S  drop i t ;  If you 
using fractions 4/7 - 6/7 add l ;  and below 4 / 7  drop it . 
EXAMPLE: 80 90 90 
. x2 x2 x2 
160 180 180 
86 3/7 
?I 606 
56 (nrop · 3/7) 
� 86% cs 
3 
• tao 
180 
160 
+85 
605 
� B - Enter _ 
. j�, c:-h e. r.s F C> r rY) -�· -.-:. • -;)(-: . . 
Hnn:r�N LUTIIER KI11G JD�non .}lIGII SCHOO.L 1 0 0  
H\l ISIOl·J - r.oo:-1 
SUBJECT 
Fl\ILURF.· r.-r-:ron:r . 
NO'I'ICE TO F?� RE:�TS 
DA'l'B 
. . 
l .. The s'!:ud�nt i s  presently in · 2cz�dsDic d i f f i c u l t y  i n  this 
CUbj C.:C t ,  a n d  COrlS(-::(!t<cntly th�rc i s  the d2ngcr O r  f 2ilurc . 
. 2 .. It is n c c c s �;c:!::ry that tl:c cciusc ( s )  o f  t h i s  C:cfic i611cy be 
. u'nders·tcod G.r�d i::;c rcco:.::��nd� tio:i ( s )  be £ o llow2d . 
3·. I am available £or con.: ercncc at. · (l1 . H .  , P .  Vi .  ) 
on 
�Date). 
· i\BILITI 
Poor Aptitude In Subj ect . 
,_ .. . . 
I�a�c�uate Found�tion I n  ' I- ; 
SubJ e c t .  , 
Lack Of Ef f cctive Motiva-, __ 
tion . 
RECOH�·ll:i:iDATIO�l ( S) 
More Effort 
_Tutoring 
RESULTS OF cc�;.CERE:�CE ; 
('i'1.mc) 
Poor Attc:icance/ Poor Test 
Latene s s .  �core s .  
· Inadequ�tc Prcr:>ara- Inadcauatc 
-tion For Cla .. ss·. --Viri t t�n Eo::i!:-
Lac)� Of Serious worJ� 0 1:'  No t·2=: . 
--Approach To S tud.i e s . Lock Of At tc:: · · 
--tioa Or Pa r '..: i·. : 
Conferencic With Teacher . . 
. After School Help : 
- H TU \'l TH F 
ipatio!1·· 
. 
BOOK ASSIGNMENT CARD 
STUDENT -------------
DIV. & RM DATE ------ -----
DIV. TEACHER . ----
TITLE 
�------------------------� 
BOOK . NO . COST -------- ----�--
· CONDITION 
·. 
STUDENT S IGNATURE 
I 
r 
. I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
1 01 
BOOK ASSIGNME�T CARD 
STUDENT ---- - - ------
DIV. & RM DATE 
DIV. TEACHER 
TITLE 
BOOK NO . COST -------- �--�-
CONDITION 
--=�--------......,......----- ----STUDENT SIG��TURE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -�- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
BOOK ASSIGNMENT CARD 
STUDENT 
DIV. & RM DATE 
. DlV. TEACHER 
TITLE · -:-------------------------� 
COST 
CONDITION 
;• 
STUDENT SIGNATURE 
l 
l 
l 
' 
I 
I 
l 
BOOK ASSIG�MENT CARO 
I STUDE�T 
[ -------- ��--�-
' [ 
. I 
' 
I 
I 
[ 
I 
( 
I 
[ 
I 
' 
' l 
( 
I 
I 
• 
l ' 
I 
• 
l 
( 
' 
l 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I 
r 
DIV. & RM DATE 
DIV. TEACHER 
TITLE 
BOOK NO . COST �-----� -�--��--
CONDITION ------------
STUDENT srr,NATURF. 
. FIELD TRIP PSW.f!T 
1 0·2 
jmoM IT HAY CONCER?:: 
I (Fir�t ifa.11c) • (Di vision-fi_omeHoom !.Jes.) 
. . 
p p�rnrl.ssion to accon;rnny. (his, her cla.9s. or eroup). to· ----.----­(place) 
Ith -· �-��----- on ---,--.-- -· from --------( teache>r) .(date) (period) 
(period) 
�ent' s. Signaturc: 
Jme Room Teecher't ·Si gnature ____________ _ 
Class Teache r ' s  Si��tu.rc 
t----------------4. ____________ 7 .  ___________ ___ 
l-; ______ '·------ a. _
_
___
__ 
_ 6. . 9.  --�-------- ---------�
� '!'he teacher in charge must obt.ain the Principal 1 .s permission one week or 
S days in advance .  
I 
r: The teach�r in charge must plncc a notice in tho General Bulletin as .,_. 
reminder to f aculty merr.bers after approval is &rr�tcd. . . . . . t. Teacher-. in charge must turn in students '  permits to attendance office 
prior to dep�tur e .  · 
tN LUTHER KING JR. HIGH SCHOOL MARTIN LUTHER KING JR . HIGH SCHOOL 
'i:tf'lfYlr. 'Ri?'T'TTR-;\! �T T 'P B()('I� P�TTTRY.T ST.T p 1 03 
t�L T.i.TLE AUTHORS PUBLISHER CO PY- NO . OF CO PI?S . RIGHT ISSUED 
I 
LOST PAII: TO?; 
\)M TEACHER DATE FROM TEACHER DATE 
I 
BOOK ROOM DATE DATE 
RECEIVED BOOK ROOM REC ' D  -
· · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - -
tIN LUTHER KING JR .  HIGH SCHOOL MARTIN LUTHER KING JR .  HIGH SCHOOL 
BOOK RETURN SLIP BOOK RETURN SLIP 
-
(AL TITLE AUTHORS PUBLISHER COPY- NO . OF COPIES 
RIGHT .LS SUED LOST PAli TO': 
WM TEACHER DATE FROM TEACHER DATE 
. . . . .  
BOOK ROOM DATE DATE 
,_ _ _ . .. . . . . RECEIVED BOOK ROOM REC ' D  -
P • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·  • 
�rIN LUTHER KING JR • HIGH SCHOOL MARTIN LUTHER KING JR .  HIGH SCH�OL 
BOOK RETU:1N SLIP BOOK RETURN SLIP 
I 1 ' I l 
I tIAL TITLE AUTHO RS PUBi.ISHER CO PYw NO . OF COPIES RIGHT 1 :::>:::> Ul;!;D LO:::>T .t'AlD - TOTAL 
�M TEACHER DATE FROM TEACHER DATE 
I 
fOK ROOM f DATE BOOK ROOM DATE 
R�CEIVED REC • D  ...  �-� 
' 
.... --�-��--------------- ---�--------- - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - -
MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
(Date) 
Thi s  case cannot be processed until you have completed the 
step ( s )  indicated below. 
/ I Arrange and conduct a conference to include yoursel f ,  
the parent , and the child , awai t  subsequence minor 
infractions by the child , document , and submit the 
file to my office for processing . 
1 04 
� Await subsequent minor infractions by the child , document , 
and submit file to my off ice for process ing . 
Thank you, 
(Signature) 
.ll iam B .  Colbert , Principal Mary Arno l d ,  Assi stant Princip� 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
(Date) 
This case cannot be processed until you have completed the 
step ( s )  indicated below. 
Arrange and conduct a conference to include your sel f ,  
the parent, and the child , await subsequent minor 
infractions by the child , docllr.'lent, and submit the 
file to my office for processing . 
Await subsequent minor infractions by the child, document, 
and s ubmit f ile to my office for processing. 
Thank you ,  
(Signature) 
APPENDIX IX 
JU'.t'J�l'i U 1 A  J\ 
WEST HARVEi PUBLI C  SCHOOLS 
HARVEY., I LL I NO I S  
D I STR I CT #ll17 
1 05 
:HOOL -----------
:ACHER -------
GRADE ------­
HOMEROOM -----
ENROLLMENT BLANK 
\ME --�-�------S EX RACE ___ NATI ONAL I TY ___ _ 
(LAST) (F I RST) (MI DDLE) 
ODRESS _________________TELEPHONE _________ _ 
I TY __________ STATE ______ Z I  P CODE ________ _ 
MERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER OTHER THAN HOME PHONE -------------
LACE OF B I RTH -..-- -.------�--,..---DATE OF B I RTH 
(C I TY) (ST A TE) : �(M-10_N_T_H..,._) 
-�(-DA-Y�)--( Y_E_A_R�) . 
IRTH CERT I F I CATE NO . __________ OTHER VER I F I CATION ____ _ 
ATE O F  ENTRANCE I NTO TH I S  SYSTEM __________________ _ 
'ROM. _ _..,,.,( s_c_H_oo_L_,),...-- ---------.-( c_I_T_Y...,..y"-·, ---
-------.(�s-T-A T-E ....... ),..-----
ATHER ' S  NAME ______________D.ATE OF B I RTH ________ _ 
DUCAT I ON* * 
(YEARS SCHOOL) 
OCCUPAT I ON** ---�------�-- --------------
I N  
tACE OF EMPLOYMENT** 
IOTHER ' S  NAME 
:DUCAT I ON* * 
SCHOOL) (YEARS I N  
1LACE OF EMP)...OYMENl* * 
:0 PARENTS OBJECT TO PHYS I CAL EXAMI NATION O F  CH I LD? ___________ _ 
�ES CH I LD HAVE ANY MAJOR PHY S I CAL D I SAB I L I T I ES? 
IF YES., NAME THE D I SAB I L I T I E S ; 
. . 
YES I /. 
• 
------" 
NO j I 
PHYS I C I AN TO BE CALLED I N  CASE OF- EMERGENCY., DR ·, �* · ---------
IDDREss** PHONE** ---�----------�------------
'HEAD O F  1::1.QJ.LSEHOLD OR LEGALfil!ARD IAN ( W I TH rL!J.Qt1 THE STUDENT I S  L I V I NG) : 
FATHER _/ 7 MOTHER �/ OTHER �/ , . I F  "OTHER .1 11 I ND I CATE NAME AND ADDRESS I F  D I FFERENT FROM ABOVE : -------...-- -.-- -------· ' . (NAME) 
l (ADDRESS) 
p .  4 9  
- .2. -
RQLLMENI BLANK, CONTINUED 
!HER C H I LDREN  L I V I NG AT HOME NOW ( PLEASE L I ST) : 
DAIE OF BIRTH NAME ·of SCHOOL GRADE LOCAT I ON 
LAST) ( F I RST)  
I G I VE PERM I SS I ON TO THE SCHOOL TO D I S C I PL I NE MY CH I LD 
� I  TH I N  REASON . 
I N  �ASE OF AN EMERGENCY, I G I VE THE SCHOOL PERM I SS I ON 
TO TAKE MY CH I LD TO A HOS P I TAL I N  THE EVENT I CANNOT 
BE CONTACTED OR I F  THE S I TUAT I ON SEEMS TO R EQU I R E  THA T ,  
l RECE I VE ADC ( A I D  TO DEPENDENT CH I LDREN) 
lGREEN CARD # · ) 
(S I GNATURE) 
THE StUDENT WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON  TH I S  FORM J S  A FOSTER 
CH I LD ,  
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
OFFICE USE ONLY -- DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
� � � J3  LITH c3 .� r3  .UNCH STATUS · . .. . IJ 
:DUCATI ONAL FEE  PA I D  I I I I I f D I I I I I I 
IMMUN I ZAT I ON R ECORD ON F I  LEI I ·1 i I I I I. LJ I I I I I I 
ffiANSPORTAT I ON STATUS I I l I J I Cl I I I I 
ffiANSPORTAT I ON E L I G I B I -
I TV (STATE RE I M . ) 
r I I  I l 1 · D I I t==i 
SUS STOP & ROUTE (SEE STUDENT 
fiCCOUNT I NG SYSTEM MANUAL) 
.�MI LY NUMBER ASS I GNED 
STUDENT NUMBER ASS I GNED 
ADC EL I G I  I3 I L  I TY· CJ ( I i I I I D I I I 
8T1 ;  
i=. 
c� 
D 
C.l 
CJ 
Ci 
[r,a 2 sxl_ <' r 'f 7] D FAMILY 12 
HEAD 0,- HOUSE - L AST NAMF: F"IRST N.t.ME 
STREET NAME 
CENSUS RECORD 
, .,,.; � B U HOATE 
T AGISTA. AVC , DIR. UN IT 
/f/./C 
ll )7 )9 
EDUC. occ. 
Zif" .. UNIC CO. C A. S . A . SCHL ARCA I C.EO. l.OC. 
17 19 21 
21 .u 
I OTHERS llVING IN fAMll y UNIT 
:!J ZS 29 
za z9 31 
35 
ENUMERATOR NOTES 
,/.Jlt�� s 
1. 1 0 7  
HOME P HONE 
5J 
CITY 
[MERGENCY PHONE 
l1 
.ry1 l.� NA�E ---�---,- ,-R-n-N A_M_E----�-; )-�-x l -8-IR_T_H_On_E __ -�--m-x -n-U_O_E_N_T_N_O_. -,!-l�, -K-M-0-� -, r�-  
I : 
-+---··1. --+----+---+--- .,  
I ; 
. i 
l 
j. 
.u , ., .. 
I I 
. 
J trh-t I I I I .I I I I I 
I ·  ! 
! 
I. 
: 36 37 38 
I I 
i· 
I I 
I i 
I l 
I 
I . I 
I JJ:T I ! I 1--.-1-i ---1 ---1 ..--I 1 I 
/c?' /�7( Nl."'48CR OAT[ HOUSCHOLOCR SIC.NATURE conooo.·� "'" ... OISTAICTl 
! 
! 
• 
t .i .7 , DIST. NO. (Current) 
� SCHL. NO. (Current) 
S T U D E NT MASTER 
MAINTENANCE 
FORM LA ST 
1 08 
f"IRST I M IT . 
STUDENT NAME 
GRO. 
_.___.____.,__.__, STU DENT N 0. 
DESCRIPTIVE INPUT 
LAST MA ME - 0 1 
FIRST NAME -02 
MIDDLE INITIAL - 03 
BI RTt-I DATE (MMDDYY)- 1 0  
S E X - 07 
GRAOE - 1 2  
__ __.___. HOMEROOM-09 
STUDENT TYPE - 08 I F  BLANK = 00 
TRANSPORTATION STAT U S - OS 
TRANSPORTATION ELIGIBILITY- I I 
TUITION STATUS- 1 3  I F  BLANK = 5 
ENROLLMENT STATUS 
ENTRY DATE (MMDDYY) 
MIL Y II/RES. DIST. II- I 5 r RE LATIONSHIP/CODE - 1 "4  IF BLANK· = F 
� I , 1 S l.. 
ACTIVlfv /MARK INPUT 
\m'S7 'gj 
o f  
I { 
o C  
jcTION ACTIVITY SESSION MIR POS. MARK 
I 
'6 1.!U.--..1 I I I I I 1.-..1---1 1.......1 
� I I I I I � '--' 
� I I I I I � L-J 
!� I I I I I L.....L....J L-J 
l� I I I I I '--1...-.J L-..1 
t� I I I I I <--L.-.J L.......J 
I 
;� I I I I I L.....l--1 L.......J 
� I I I I I '---1--1 '---l 
� I I I I I � L.......J 
� I I I I I L..-...L_J l---1 
� � L-..1 
' � I I I I I L.......L-J L-..1 
L 
ACTION CODE KEY { 6A :: ACTIVITY OR t;ARK ADDITION 
6C :: MARK CHANGE OR D E LETION 
6D = ACTIVITY DELETION 
-
L........L-1 
1--.L.-1 
L-l..-J 
L-...J_J 
L-.-L.-J 
L----L-J 
1-..1.-.J 
'---1--J 
L........L-1 
L--J..-.J 
� 
� 
DESCRIPTIVE INPUT 
cc. 
I\ ,., 1 4 � 
t 6 �1_,__....__..__, · Bus S top No. 22 
20 .... __....__...__. BUS ROUTE N0. - 23 
23 L-�'--''---.__...__.__.__...___..__..__,, TCHR/COUN S I 0 - 0 4  
-� I - fr ... 4--( ,!3 � .R1TAL STATUS·06 I F  BLANK " I  <_ • ,,7.._./4. 4. .. / 
34 .... 1 __...--+1__.__. CUM. CREDITS EARNED·24 A 3 - fl-r 
38 ..... __...__..__._.. FEEDER SCHOOL - 19 '1 - � ·'�� � w•' 
42 ._, _....__._.._�1_...__.1 RANK· 1 8  A 
52 • 
• CUM. CR.EDITS ATTEMPTED· 16 
.l 
l I CUMULATIVE HONOR PTS.· 1 7  
58 I I STU. EXCLUSIONS 
A B C D E F G H I J K TYPE 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 '40 41 CODE 
. cc. 
14 'A I ct ATIENDJ\NCE INPUT 
c c p 0 NO, OF HALF 0 oo. OF DAYS E 
R, D DAYS ABSENT D TAADY E E 
1 43 cc. - 55 cc. 16 I I J 18 ' I 
2 44 20 ' I a 56 22 I I 
3 45 24 I I ' 57 26 L I 
4 Ll6 28 ' I I 58 30 I I 
STUDENT TRA�SFER/CURRENT STATUS ll��UT 
cc. 
.., "'I 14· ....,. ,.,,.,  
1 6 •' I NEW DIST. NO. 
20· 1 NEW SCHOOL NO . 
23. , WITHDRAWAL CODE 
2 6 L  I WITHDRAWAL DATE 
3 2 1  E/R CODE 
3 5  I I E/R. DATE 
41 L...J NEW TRANSPORTATION STATUS 
42 ..... 1 __.__..._,__.._1 __..1___,1 TRANSP. STATUS CHANGE DATE 
48 L-.1 SPECIAL ACTION CODE 
t ( C :: CURRENT STATUS CORRECTION 
l S " SU�ER TRANSFER. OR WITHDRAWAL 
J 
J 
I 
' 
l • ! i 
f 
I 
! 
I I 
j 
i 
i i 
. 
j 
t . 
. 
I I 
j 
' 
1 5 
SCh'L. ?iO . 
�/SESS. 
I 
____ .:.:..:DATA 
----�-r-.l.t-jr.·�'·���·-L-A--1---L..1..�,�·_JI 
> 1. I I 
t I I 
l 1 
II ) 
I 
t (  � j I l 1 ;  I 
I ' 
LL. .  ! . I [ I 
c 
I I I ' I ' 
I 
_.__I - l I ) J I 1 
� ' .,l_..1--''---1' /�li.._.L-�'-1.)__& _ _l__J 
r--"--'--.l..-l..I _;� I t I 
r------'"---' -
-1- L �---- L__.....__._...a._...!
-..L--1... .L 
1 09 
GENERAT# PURPOSE 
?iAINTENA!·:CE FOPJ·1 
